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Insect-Eating Birds.
arc the fanner's greatest friends.
Mk
A pri/e es-ay, by Frank II. Palmer. en-i
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Birds tlio Farmers’

i-.iu-i published at Boston
under the auspices ol the Massachusetts
Society lor tin' Prevention of Cruelty to
Insects are the pest and bane
Animal.ol American l'ru.l culture : they spoil our
chcirics. they -ting our pears and apples
and render them worthless: they prevent
our plum trees Irom
producing mature
iruit: they puneture our grapes', they deour
ro'L's: they devour our green
stroy
vegetable.-, and are mischievous in other
Bert 1 rh nils,"
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Transplanting.

1

It

Transplanting cabbage, tomato, ami tobacco plants, is often carelessly done, and

..l t at losses are sustained in consequence.
.dr. lV:un maintain'that this is I A lew hours’ exposure of the plants to the
there.'U,: of, 'row:: improvideuee. It is. sun and wind will result in the loss ol
he -ayau~e man lias
destroyed their some days’ growth at least, it it does not
datura
that insects have 1 leeomo cause the entire loss ol the plants.
l'he plants should not be lifted from the
I" st ;t id tin y v, ill eea e to trouble him
ttly in proportion a' lie s!,all restore the bed. if it can be helped, till the ground
balam e ot’ widen nature shows the neces- and tiie holes are ready to receive them.
sity
luring th past few 'y ears, he re- It is a capital plan, if the soil is not already
marks there ha- been a steady decrease very moist from rain, to water them
In. the a nun
alive birds in all
r
ot
thoroughly in the bed an hour or two behere mail lias form- fore lifting. It will cause a
u;tr\
parts oft!
greater amount
1
consequent ly there of soil to adhere to the roots.
icrease of the innense
“Take them up tenderly, lift them with care."
ne
ii!i!' :i Sira' an’ leu
;
i
of tho birds which is the rule to be observed here as in other
ii't
i.eiin-a
pamphlet
< >f the insects hurtful to
things. "No pains, no gains.” is the
■ts
motto.
Select a rainy or damp day, if
:;u
h,.
eevto!
different
makes
garden
: if not, just before sunset is better
possible
i
th—
l"
the
in;iiri,in'
-pen,-':
apple
and apj
tre«
Shadi tn es ha\ e 100 than the morning. We like to have a pretkind' et ia-ecl enemies and wheat and ty dry soil to set them in. hut we would
We requin a very eon- have a supply ot water to pour into the
hole after it is made, and before it is soaki i rd
ideralde
i>
any
protect the
ed away set in the plant and fill in with
tui'.-a-.,... a..
:r.t.11 t 1 he ravages ol these
soil. This is wet. by the water, and the
pe-t' and there e, in tone every reason dry
is surrounded bv moisture, and yet
why the ! i :I.e if Ini'll' that feed on the plant
not
e
'll id
Il'e.'t
-hatl’e 111 t lie the surface is loose and open, and
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or shape desired,
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wi-n ii highly ornaineiital,
should
tumg i' belter than to cover it with
Mi'tie v rk. whieii may be done with the
aid id a v hi grape-vine out in pieces of
tin- right
ami nailed on.
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Short-Horns.

11,.* Western F:irmi>r thus sums up tin*
lessons taught l>y the unction sales ol

short-horns throughout the country, durIhc past lew weeks:—
Whetliev we
nisider it a

parked
plant.

close or baked around the
little extra pains will pay well.
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A
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Early Lambs.
\\ i* (to not mention the subject, of caring
for voting lambs because farmers are not
aware of the duties, but as a reminder. It
is well known that for market an early
lamb is worth more Ilian a late one. and
it follows that extra care should be taken
It is not economy to attempt
of the first.
to watch the flock in the field, and assist
the lambs as they appear, but provision
should be made for their protection before
that period. Ewes that are soon to suckle
should bo separated from the fioek. and
put where they will not lie subject to exposure even if the lambs should not come
on a stormy night.
Sheep have again liecome

valuable, both for the

draw his rations.
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gone I
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■luring this
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time lor high prices has
Whether they are really
not. it

is now

for animals
vert

practically

belonging to cerlarge prices will be paid

year, also that for animals ot
unusual excellence, ot anv good family,
good prices will he paid.
Second, that color is having less influti
ence
determining prices In animals
*f tie more ta-hh tialih pedigrees it has
mparativviy itth* intln.-neeV unless the
< 1 aid roans are
oojor be while.
again ap■

proaching

reds in

1, that

Farmer
~

sign ofaheallh-

mania,

;igauti

wool and

meat they furnish, and they should be incentive to watchfulness, if humanity does
not lead to it.
Whore lambs become dulled. take them at once to the house, and
after being in a warm room tor half an
hour, put them under the stove where it
is hot, and give them milk from their
mother until they become able to walk,
and then take them back to tho slice]). If
tho mother is not inclined to take her own
offspring, shut the two up in a small pen
or box together for a day or two and hold
the ewe for a lew times for the lamb to

popnlaritv.

‘ertain

si arce

and

valued families, high prices cannot
he obtained lor inferior animals.
I
rth, that “Impi>rted“prelixed to the

highly

nan.f an animal will not necessarily
ommand a good price.
Fifth, that, probably, a target' number
*f new herds will be established and small
ones enlarged this year than in any former

\ \u Aiit.ECor.onixu Wash i mil-uncus
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and
most

The following is a
excellent, cheap and durable wash

for wooden fences and
its

durability chiefly

buildings.

It

owes

to the white vitriol

which hardens and lixes the wash :
l ake a barrel and slack one bushel of
freshly burned limn in it. by covering the |
lime with boiling water.
Alter it is slacked, add cold water
enough to bring it to the consistency ot
good white-wash. Then dissolve in water,
and add one pound of white vitriol (sulphate of zinc,) and one quart of line salt.
To give this wash a cream color, add
one-half a pound of yellow ochre, (in
powder.) To give it a fawn look, add a
pound of yellow ochre, and one-fourth ol
a pound of Indian red.
To make tho wash a handsome gra\
stone color, add one-half of a pound of
1-mieh blue, and one-fourth pound of Indian red: a drab will be made by adding
one-hall of a pound of burnt sienna, and
one-fourth in""''1 Venetian red.
For brick or stone, instead of one bushel
of lime, use halt' a bushel of lime, and
hail'a bushel of hydraulic cement.
l’liESEKVATlox

ul-

Ft

As this is the

l:.-

winter furs.l

year

season when we.

Sixth, lii.it prices for bulls, except for
those of unusual excellence as show animal- or proved success as getters, will be

will mention how J preserve mine entirely
free from the attacks of the moth 1 first
hang them out in the sun for a day or two,
then give them a good beating and shaking
up. to be sure that no moth is in them already. I then wrap up a lump of camphor
in a rag and place in each : then wrap up
each in a sound newspaper and past to-

farmer who is willing to pay
a well
pedigreed young
some of the
pnbln sales
or
some
one in whose
by commissioning
judgmet t ha- enttfidence. to make the
purchase for thtn. Fm ev en a less price
he may f
able
get a good bull, fora
little more If mat receive om of unusual
Am

ow

btain
Jail! by attending
s-loti

,-ari
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promise.
'Witlkiug llar&Gs.
indesirable ami valuable
a walk. and ii should
110 the aim t■
do\ ohijio this gait in tho
i ih" colt.
tandl
Tie- good walker
make rood time on the road
t a day
journey is to be made, within \v- arying liim -i It. while the slow moper must be constantly kept on the trot if
be made
time is t
A horse that will
make live mile- per hour will go a-, far in
day e nifuied tolliis gate, a- an ordinarv
tin be driven when
kept half of the
me to the trot, and with much
greater
ea-e
to him-eif
It m,. halt the pains
were taken by fnrmt1
I.to make lh-t
waIker.'
tin-\mingst-rs on the fannthat
!- nsnaily taken to make them trot, tho
result would lie much more benelieial, and
we W' itid find plenty ot teams that could
do then f ve miles an hour with ease. Hut
instead oi tin-, as soon a- theeoit |s bridled,
1 >

■■

1

1

1

a

: he

-ole

a

■

in

I

"the 11. iy'' i

s

to

make

a

trot

if him. and both gait> at e spoiled.
Make the < 11- walk, liov-; make them
stend themselve in a long, sweeping,
"|Uare walk, ami don't lie iatislied with
than live miles an hour
anything le
When lie ;o*ts
trotting he will trot all
the la-ter tor tIt
preliminary" training to
the walking gait and if lie eaimot troHast
enough to beat 1 tester or< loldsinitli Maid,
ir Os idenl be will ha\e a gait that i s invaluable f..r business purposes. We hope
to.see more attention paid to last walkin'*
than heretofore, and we iv-peotfuliy urge
■

■

upon agrieitltural snoietie tlie importanee
of offering liberal prizes for walking
i <r the <-otuJ11■; veur.
horses at the tail

National i.ive Stock Journal.

put away

our

gether so that there is no hole or crevice
though which a moth can gain entrance—

ami my furs are perfectly sate. You will
say that there is no secret in this, and there
is none,
livery lady can take care of her
own turs, if it is not too hard work for her,
wit limit sending them to the timer us mam
do.
1.0x1:
SnovF.i, IIaxw.es.
\Ye have
found that young backs as well asold ones
may be favored by tlieuse of long handled
shovels and forks. We keep a full set of

round, pointed and square shovels, and
six-lined manure forks with long handles,
and find they are generally used by all our
mini, in preference to the short ones. Ours
are long, like hay fork handles, and are
linished without the usual 1) at. the end of
the handle. For digging post, holes they
are indispensable.
They throw a little
more work on to the arms and wrists, but
take a great deal from the back.
It is
latter to stand erect as much as possible
while at work. [X. K. Farmer.
A young lady in
there is profit in the

Concord, Mass., says
poultry business. She

commenced with about 00 fowls in the
From these she raised i.V)
spring.
chickens. During the season she snldeggto the amount of $90, and from September
90th to January 27th she got ready for
market loo pairs of chickens, which she
sold for *200, making in all 8:!o0.
It i- claimed by those who have tried it,
that sheep killing by dogs, may be prevented by attaching bells to the necks of the
sheep. It is not necessary to bell them all,
one

bell to

eight

eient number.
A

-Juki.

>>n

or

ten

sheep being

<ioui> 'l

mi

i.aiis.

a

sufti-

A few

days ago the <Jood Templars ot Savannah,
al a beach in tlie
Gaulu-n Walks witijuti Guavki.. A Georgia. hail a picnic
of that city, the ground being
irrespondent in Kansas, writes that no vicinity
a somewhat extended trip on
travel ran be obtained in this locality and reached by
here nr- many places thus circumstaneed. a steamer.
Among the‘•provisions'’ were

four casks of iced water, upon which the
excursionists relied for tlie ipienching of
their thirst, the only beverage allowed being, as matter of course, nrjittt jmra, and
the soothing, but unexhilarating lemonade.
At length a suspicious odor was
noticed to emanate from the cups, goblets
and other articles from which the thirsty
Templars quaffed, and eventually it was
decided tha1 the beverages they were indulging in had what is vulgarly called “a
In fact, some slv one had
stick in them.
doctored the whole supply with “cornjuice," and the temperance band had all
violated their pledge, innocently- to lieThe worst of
sure. Imt still undenialdv.
it was that no other water could be obtained. and that unfortunate crowd were
obliged ail day either to drink whiskey
with their water, or drink salt water,
stiiav.; i> IN < 01.1Th(> Now York or declining either, to parch with thirst.
Tribune says-—- I liis complaint, known And so the poison circulated as sparingly
commonly as distemper, is nothing seri- as possible all day. and now those Good
The swelling which appears at the Templars want to know whether it is
ous.
junction of the jaws and throat will in necessary for them ail to be reobilgated
time break of itself and disappear. The on account of their accidentally fractured
only treatment necessary is to give the pledge.
colt soft feed, with bran mashes, and no
medicine at all. The appetite, which falls
The famous iron gates, on the Danube,
off while the fever accompanying the dis- are on the point of being destroyed. Our
order remains will return as soon as the readers are probably aware that they are
abscess has broken. If the enlargement nothing but a reef of rocks, which impede
increases to such an extent as to threaten the navigation of the river near Orsova, in
partial suffocation, it may be opened with 1 ransy lvania. These gates have given
a lancet and
discharged. No poultice their name in history to several battles,
should he applied to the swelling. Some- among them of 1422, in which llunyard,
times, when the abscess refuses to break, at the head ot 18,000 Hungarians, put
to complete route 80,000 Turks. Under
or is slow iu suppurating, it may be hastened by rubbing it with a little ointment, the Homans they bore the name ot Pons
composed of one part Spanish flies and Augusti (Bridge of Augustus) ; and in the
middle ages they were called Porte Vaczil.
six parts of lard
111 such
made J

iivumStance how is a road to be
1 in-. I.je.-t of stone in the bottom
of a fo ul oi walk
mainly for drainage,
ind the gravtd is to make a dry surface
l’erhaps good drainage can be secured In
it not, a prot
ise materia!
inie other i
tv deep drain, made of any material that
G wood, will
an be secured, even if it
Coal ashes will make a
have to answer.
itry surface; sand will do well, except in
very dry weather, when it is unpleasant.
\ composition of tar and sand make a
tolerable surtaee. If nothing but the natural soil is to be had for the roads, make
them high, and well rounded up in the
entre. so that the surtaee water will
pass
oil rapidly
Such roads will be eomtortable, except early in the sprin°\
Vick’s
I loral <Glide.
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Never

Pays.

It never pays to fret and growl.
When fortune seems oiir foe;
The better bred will look ahead,
And strike the braver blow,
For luck is work,
And those who shirk
should not lament their doom.
But yield the play,
And clear the way.
That better men have room.

to herself.
lifetime of

"llut that is impossible.
am! waiting!”

working

A

believe it; but l suppose it is true. You
lived, Aunt Xesbitt; I shall live. Death
is very cruel; it will not cornu to those
who want it."
lie tore she went to rest, Miss Xesbitt
vrotu a letter to Moure
Kiviugtou—lor
she knew his address. Her letter was
very curt:
‘•Moot;]: JltviNOTON: t shall expect the
Honey J intrusted vou with to lie paid had; to
my hankers without delay. I congratulate you
ou your
marriage, and wHi you jn-t the liappillDs< you ili'scrve.”
She was not surprised.
\\ lien
she
iound that Vera
proved faithful to her
lave, she had known, slip said now. that
the man would fail.
*‘l ato likes to
arrange matters so." she
thought. “Truth and falsehood mostly
g*t thrown together. There must always
b« one heart broken.1'
A week later .Miss Nesbitt went abroad
wfli her grand-niece.
-Miss Nesbitt took Vera straight to
Italy.
I -annot describe to
you tho six months
tint followed.
Vera had not even the
can tort ot
being ill—there are crises in
lit. where physical
pain and weakness
become a Ides ing—no such relief reached
\ ira.
S!ic maintained an ntler silence in
rigard to hersell. liven Mint Nesbitt
lUred not intrude upon her sorrow. She
never lookeil in the
girl's lace without a
pang at the change. It was not that \ era
grew thin, or pale, or uglv. She had never
been so beautiful,
lint, oh! the utter
lopelcssness, tic- lack of purpose, the terrible inanition. Aunt Nesbitt read it. all.
She knew this was a wound which would
•ever heal.
Vera might live to have a
tort ot stony crust grow over her broken
lean, but the wound would burn and
ache under it. No confidences took place
let ween
them.
What could be said?
sow and then in the middle of the
night,
dis Nesbitt would lie roused from
sleep
>\
Vera's entrance |int-• the room, and at
those moment
MiNe bitt feared for
the girl's mind.
“Tell me again that il is true." she
Touhl whisper. "Let me hear you say
it. for 1 cannot believe l cannot be
Sere."
What passed during these night-walehes
made no ditlbrcncc in their lives. The
interlude-, were never alluded to after : it
would seem that \ era herself did not remember them.
Miss Nesbitt telt as it' she
were living her own awful grief over
again, old as she was
From Home to Naples, on to Sir-11 v,
wiLh a pleasant parly which they joined:
up by steamer to (ienoa; by the ('orniche
read to Nine. It was dune, then; hwel\
dune. They stayed in Florence for awhile,
and then vent over to St (lothard into
Switzerland.
limy hail been at the interlnehen ju-1 a
week when a telegram from London was
delivered to Miss Nesbitt. “Moore llivirg'ton to Miss Nesbitt Come to me.
They think 1 am dying." That was all.
Save an appended address—a house in
some terrace near Hyde I’ark.
Mr. Rivington might have behaved ill;
indeed it was to he hoped some punishment had overtaken him ; hut Miss Nesbitt
was not the one to
neglect the call of the

Three months passed away. Aunt ami |
ueiee got on very well together; at least j
eaeh hail learned to like the other; but j
there was never any demonstration of at- l
fecticn. I should employ a stronger word
where old Veronica Kesbitt was concern- j
ed. Her heart had softened toward the
girl as it had not done of late years to any
It never pa vs to wreck the health
human creature. She took a pleasure in
In drudging after gain,
And he is sold who thinks that gold
her beauty; she admired he.r talents and
T* cheapest bought with pain.
her resolute character; she fairly wonAn humble lot,
dered at her own fondness, but she made
A cosy cot.
no sis'll.
Have tempted even kings.
For station high.
And Vera ? I think you can imagine
That wealth will buy.
what she suffered; but she suffered like a
Not oft contentment brings.
strong woman, not a girl. Indeed, many
of her age would have decidetl she could
It never pays! a blunt refrain.
have no heart, she fought so gallantly and
Well worthy of a song.
For age and youth must learn tic.* truth.
persistently against her pain, showing it
That nothing pays that*" wrong.
not. She would not giveaway-—she would
The good and pure
struggle through ! Siie made for herselt
Alone are sure
To bring prolonged success
every amusement and* interest possible.
She took tip the studies of her .school-life
While what "is right
In Heaven’s sight
and vague notions of growing rich
again,
I always sure to bless.
by them in some way or other did run in
her heart. Hut nevertheless her untoward
fate, her disappointment, and her isolated
To be Cured.
existence, told upon her; she grew thin
A strange fatality seemed in attend the and pale, was unable to eat, and passed,
eldest
as
two
night alter uigin in sleepless misery. She j
girls,
Raymond family. The
they had respectively grown up, had the must keep her beauty ; it was dear to her, I
hardihood to fall in love with young men because he prized it She would not grow
beneath their station, find had eaeh, as the bony, and haggard, and old! lie would
fever name on, been sent off to old Mrs. come to her at last—he should find that,
Nesbitt, a relative, to he cured. Roth had the years had no more changed her face
been treated so systematically by the old than they had her heart. Hut till those
lady that they recovered their senses suf- years seemed ;o tar off as to till her with
ficiently to off with the old love and re- dismay.
turn home engaged to wealth and age.
“Aunt Nesbitt,” she said, “I want some
Of Vera, the youngest daughter, great bromide of potash, and 1 want
hvpoplm:hopes were entertained, and a match with phites of iron and some soda.
Osborne
was
her
“Hie
ears!*1
smt
exclaimed Aunt Neyoung
duly prepared by
mother, when, what should Vera do. but liitl.
follow in the footsteps of her sisters, and
1 have no money; will yon hnv them'.1
of course off she was sent to old Mrs.
1 have no appetite.
I can't sleep/
Nesbitt to be cured like her sisters.
"That's according to all rules of ro“lou shall go over the border to your | mance," said the old
lady.
Aunt Nesbitt's,” cried Mrs, Raymond in
“1 told you 1 was vain,” went on Vera.
despair. “She soon brought Jane and “I do not rare to grow ugly. 1 mean to
Josephine to their senses, and she shall keep mi good looks until I am fortvseven/
bring you to yours."
So that was how the exile to Aunt Nes“1 will buy you a ton ot soda and the
bitt's came about.
She was a very rich, ether stuff," said Miss Nesbitt. “Hut
you
whimsical, tyrannical old maid, as Mrs. are a disappointment, to me. Vera;
you
believed.
had
Vera
are
not
a
bit of a heroine,”
always fully
Raymond
had seen her years heiorc, and had thought
“1 am not a heroine; I am a woman;
her a terrible woman, unite* awful for se- that's better,"' returned Vera.
Miss Nesbitt went on with her crochet
verity. Miss Nesbitt never visited her
twice. Nlrs. Raymond, and only permitted in silence for some time. She had not
visits from her at rare intervals.
One been so near
shedding, tears for twenty
morning, when Vera had been in exile years. Suddenly she threw her work on
for a few weeks, the letters came in while the lloor,
regardless ot the havoc Seraph
they were at breakfast, NIiss Nesbitt immediately proceeded to make f it. She
looked to see if the girl looked disap- marched up to Vera,
looking as if she
pointed because there were none for her. were about to bite her, stooped, kissed the
“Vera,” she said, “few women can keep girl's forehead, and stalked out of the
a promise.
Can you ?”
room.
Vera knew now that she had been
A strange smile flitted over Vera's lips.
given a place in that long-sealed heart.
Aunt Nesbitt understood that it meant, She* let herself cry a little,
glad to be loved.
“1 have made one promise I mean to She had no mind to shut her
eyes against
a
keep."
gleam of light because she could not
NIiss Nesbitt considered a little.
Was nave tne sun.
this just girlish obstinacy, or was it a wo'I’lie next day was dreary and
windy.
man's linn resolve?
\ era was sent oil’ several miles in the dose
to
“I
after
she
to
be
a
sick
hate
friend
of
carriage
continued,
“Vera,”
inquire
bored by watching and spying. Will you Aunt Nesbitt’s. The old lady had a cold dying.
“You have some had news !" cried Vera,
engage neither to receive letters from nor and did not dare to venture out.
as her aunt
approached her with the
As Miss Nesbitt sat alone in the library,
to send ar.y to that nice young man of
“l)o not hesitate to tell me,
telegram.
an
hour
later,
her
footman
who
has
all
this
trouble
?”
caused
entered to an- aunt. You
yours,
know now that ! ran bear
“I had to promise that 1 would not nounce a visitor.
And Miss Nesbitt put the
anything."
“\\
ho
is
itshe asked, with a sniff, not
write to let him know where 1 am, and I
into her hands.
must perforce keep the promise," answered lor the visitor, hut forced from her hv her telegram
“i dreamed last night that he had
cold.
Vera, with flashing eyes and quivering
muttered \ era.
1 dreamed he
"lie wouldn't give any name ma’am, come,”
lips, “1 have some honor wit bin me. Aunt
had come."
lie said you did not know him,’’ was the
Nesbitt
Some blessed vision, it had been, in
“Should he fuel out where you are. and answer.
wuich he came to claim her; to prove
"J.et him come in." said Miss Nesbitt.
come here, will you promise not to hold
that he had been always fritldul. Aunt
Miss Nesbitt was accustomed to this.
any stolen interview ?''
Nesbitt knew of such dreams; she know
I would see him, if I could.’’ replied Strangers often called upon her to solicit also wluit
awakening was. What we
mM <<»i*
Vo»—
nrwwl tmt 1 »n
111(*y irenerallv
jiiird ly
j-nn
live unougu, wo men .mu v;'mien
afraid. He lias gone to India.
philanthropic scheme. She expected such
Vera was past tears, she looked like a
a guest now.
“Cone to India?'1
ghost; but she could think and act. AYe
As the door opened, she
•When the explosion came, he said it
began to sneeze. can go to-night, she said.
AVe van go
was the only thing left for him to do.
Nobody sneezed to the extent that Miss to-night."
Somebody undertook to gel him a berth Nesbitt did when she had one ol these
She worked constantly—did half the
colds.
there,’1
in spite of Maria's expostula“Sixteen times,” said she, aloud. "1 packing,
“Are, yes! cried Aunt Nesbitt “The
tions. At i.i o clock the\ were -pevding
old story !
He is to make a fortune, and sneezed thirty-four this morning without
away.
come back.
Let me see—you may expect stopping."
It was like a horrible nightmare, that
Site looked up, and saw before her a
to meet him when you are about fortyjourney, to Aunt Nesbitt. What must it
two."
young man with one of the finest, grand- have been to Vera.
On—on—Strasbourg
est laces that she had evet set eyes on.
‘■1 can wait, said \ era.
—Paris—down to Calais as fast as steam
“Though it is more probable you will She was so surprised that she thought could carry them.
hear oi' his return in a year and a halt, aloud.
They had crossed the channel, and were
“You cannot he a philanthropist!”
with an heiress for a wife,” added Miss
away toward Loudon.
whirling
“On
Nesbitt, opening her letters.
thecontrary,” said her visitor, with spoke little; sometimes Aunt NesbittThey
held
a
"1
am the most selfish
“Did any man ever treat you so?” depleasant laugh.
Vera’s hand or stroked back lmr hair, but
manded Vera, too angry to think what man alive.”
what words were possible!
“I always wanted to see him,'"
might be the consequence of arousing the
replied
“We will go to the Westminster 1 Lute I,"
the old lady, not in tho least abashed.
old lady’s anger.
Miss Nesbitt said, when the train drew up
Miss "Nesbitt laid down her letter, leaned “Pray sit down."
it Charing Cross Station, and Thomas
“1 must tell you my name first, Madam.
her hands on the table, and looked her
exme round to open the door.
ncice through and through with her steely Perhaps when you have heard it you will
-No aunt, no! To
\ era touched her.
regret your invitation. I am Moore Riv- hin first. Even now we mar lie too
gray eyes.
I
“a
have
she
man
answered,
discovered
that
ington.
“Yes,”
slowly;
only lately
late."
did treat me so. Exactly in that way. Are •—that Miss Raymond was here.”
■•1 am afraid.
You are so tired—"
“I
admit
satisfied
now
?
Will
that
I
were
safe
in
Sir."
India,
you
thought you
you
•Tn him first," repeated Vera.
“The appointment 1 expected was dehave some'right to doubt young men—
•(let a call for me," Miss Xeshitt said
layed. I am really going now; lint I could to Thomas. ‘-You and Maria will
young women, too?"
I
go to
not
resist
the
!”
of
"I beg your pardon
exclaimed the imtemptation
coming here the hotel with the luggage,”
1
firsi.
wished to see you, Madam: and
pulsive girl. “Indeed, indeed I am sorry.”
Away they drove in the direction given
“There’s no harm done,” said Miss Nes—the house in the terrace near I tyde J'ark.
bitt, in an odd tone. “Vera, you are the
“You cannot, see /ter," again interrupted It was a beautiful
morning ; nature looked
only human being that ever heard my Miss Nesbiti; “I promised her mother as cruel as she ever does when we sutVer.
secret, I don't know why 1 answered you. that.”
The carriage stopped at last.
I ought to have boxed your ears.”
lie rose and began walking excitedly
‘You must wait here while 1 go in."
“1 wish you would—1 deserve it,” cried
and
down, commencing several sen- Aunt Nesbitt said
--I must see—we
up
1
Vera.
tences, and finishing none.
can’t toll: you might he sent back : she
“1 never box anybody’s ears, unless they
“Sit down,” said the old lady; “you nuy be here."
tread on Seraph’s tail.” said Aunt Nesbitt,
fidget me. Sit down! Wo will each hear
"Oh, aunt let me, let me see him!”
a
beautiful
head
of
the
stroking
Angora what the other has to say.”
Vera. "It will be our last
implored
on
a
chair
her
side.
“Hut
that
sat
eat,
Even this was better than Mr. Rivington
by
on earth."
lint -he sat still in
meeting
I am sixty-two—women don’t have tool- had
expected. He sat down and spent, a the carriage while her aunt went in.
It
is
only pretty Juliets long hour with her. When he took his
ings at that age.
‘Mr. ltivington i ; belter, ma’am,” the
of eighteen who can indulge in such lux- leave he loooked
happier, though forced landlord said, who met, her in the hall as
uries.”
to go without seeing Vera.
the servant opened the door. "Miss \VsThe next morning Miss Nesbiti handed birt, 1 thinks You are expected.”
Vera could not. decide at that moment,
“Go to your room and read
whether she liked or detested Aunt Nes- \ era a note
■Is—is-Who is with him?”
ked
bitt: at till events, she was suddenly in- it,” she said. “Ask me no questions, for Miss Nesbitt.
I’ve
tell.”
to
she
in
her.
She
wished
dared
ask
terested
nothing
“Only the nurse.’’
Vera knew the handwriting. Her hands
-Where is hi wile that she's not with
questions about the long-irfst romance,
which Vera felt held a profound tragedy and heart alike trembled as she opened him?”
the note, it was but a few lines of fareunder it.
“lli.s wile! Hear ma’am! Mr. Riving“1 have well. a promise to be true, and all that. toa lias no wife.
“I was very rude,” she said.
He is not married."
Miss Nesbitt had so far relented as to
Aunt Nesbitt walked into the siek room.
grown irritable. I—I have had a good
allow him to write it; but she would not,
deal to make me so.”
Holding her head in self-communing. A
Miss Nesbitt quite believed that, know- break her promise to Mrs. Raymond, and word with the
patient, and lie returned
to bring Vera.
ing well Mrs. Raymond’s talents in the he had left without seeing Vera.
The letter was something, however.
science of nagging.
■•It was all a lie, my dear,'’’ she said;
“We will not quarrel while you stay, Vera's eyes, as she read if. were blinded “we have been
worrying ourselves for
Vera,” was all her answer.
by happy tears.
naught. I thought when 1 volunteered to
“How long will von keep me ?” asked
“les. I will be true to you, Moore! help him with that
money t hat I eould not
True forever.”
\ era.
be mistaken in him. He is very i’ll, but he
.Miss Nesbitt shrugged her shoulders,
is not married; never has been. And I’d
Txvo years passed away ! Two whole
and (he old provoking, ironical expression
lay my life that the report was concocted
crossed her face.
years! Vera remained by choice with by your worthy mother.”
“Until you are cured, were the orders Miss Nesbitt. The time sped on slowly,
They went to the shaded room. On the
of your mother. But 1 have neither a Mr. very slowly to Vera; but she never hr-d lay a pale, wasted form: his feeble
other
desirable
and
never
Musters nor any
doubted. Moore a m stretched out a welcome.
gentle- despaired
man on hand at present.”
Rtvington’s name was never mentioned
“Vera. Vera!”
between
aunt and niece; but Miss Nes“It is rather a gloomy prospect for you,
\ era knelt ilowr. and laid her head
bitt
knew that the girl had not changed.
Aunt Nesbitt.”
upon his bosom. The arms fell; not
Once they were surprised bv a visit clasping her. and she looked
“1 never despair.”
up. lie had
“1 shall be twenty-one in less than three from Mrs. Raymond. Rut she could not fainted.
But Vera’s ever-haunting dream
years,” observed Vera.
get Vera to go back with her—which had was realized: Moore had come hack lo
“Just so.” replied her great-aunt. “What no doubt been the ob ject of her
unexpected her.
then ?”
descent.
It was that, curt letter of Miss Nesbitt
“I shall have some money of my own.
Within a month of her departure, there
that had brought him heme, lie was
1 can set up a school, and make more.”
came two letters from her, one to Miss
in India beyond his most
“That would be dreadfully prosiac,” Nesbitt, one to Vera, and a local news- prospering
sanguine expectations; but when that
“You
Miss
Nesbitt.
had
In
the
better
was
anthe
sighed
paper.
newspaper
letter came, lie sailed for home as soon as
nouncement ot Moore Rivington’s
marry Mr. Osborne.”
marriage his business affairs allowed him, and was
“1 can’t have two husbands. I mean to in India; and the letters confirmed it and
taken ill on the route.
marry Moore Rivington!” ller voice fal- gave a lew particulars. The young bride
Miss Nesbitt had him moved to her own
was an heiress.
tered"a little over the name.
home, and she nursed him hack to health,
‘•I hope
“Just so,” said her aunt. “Let me see.
will
come to your senses
you
Vera helping.
Miss Nesbitt gave more
By the time you are iorty-seven, you can now, \ era," wrote, somewhat heartlessly substantial
help than that; she settled a
write and tell him you have made so much Mrs. Raymond. “I trust you have some
income on Vera. And the wedding
gleam of womanly pride left. Mr. Os- good
money you are quite rich.”
took place; Mrs. Raymond having the
“I should do so,” said Vera. “But it borne is still free; he asks after
you often. grace not to oppose it.
may come before then. If not—ho will I attempt no persuasion; I know your
"I don’t like to part with her, Moore,”
wait ior me.”
obstinacy too well.”
said Miss Nesbitt, “but what must be,
The letter to Miss Nesbitt
Aunt Nesbitt took up a newspaper, and
pointed out must 1)0. And when the large fortune
seemed busy with it. She was secretly that she was the only person who could
talk of is made, out there —mind and
watching the girl. IIow the sight of her inlluence Vera; and begged her to try to you
don’t be above a year or two over it—you
brought her own youth hack ! Vera was show Vei# how very wise it would be to must both come home
again and live near
take this rich man.
so like wliat she had been—it was like
me.”
of
Miss
Nesbitt
her
the
received
own
these
letters
in
ghost
watching
girlhood
“Yes, dear Aunt Nesbitt, we will,”
to look at her. Presently Miss Nesbitt the morning. At night she spoke to Vera;
said Moore. “It is a bargain.”
She and Vera listened, white and cold as a
rose and left the room in silence.
wanted to he alone. The iron composure marble image.
Even away out in Minnesota they say: Gen.
“Please to let me alone,” was all she
which life had taught her had not been so
said. “Don’t be afraid; I shall bear it. I Butler is butter, but his doctor says that a sea
shaken up for years.
is the only tiling that will save him.
“If they could both hold firm,” she said could not have believed it: I can hardly voyage
Blessings on that doctor!
■

Serious

Charges against

Mr, Beecher.

despatch states that Thoudure Tilton publishes a seven column letter in his paper, the Golden
Age, ol this
week addressed to llev. Leonard Bacon,
ex-moderator] ot' the Brooklyn Council,
which is calculated to make an extraordinary sensation. Mr. Tilton, alter reA Now York

!

marking that he had been for fifteen years
member of Plymouth church, and had

a

become meanwhile an intimate friend ot
the pastor, says:
The knowledge came to me in ls7t> that
he had committed against me, an offence
which I forbear to name or characterize.
Prompted by my self-respect, 1 immediately and forever ceased my attendance
on his ministry.
I informed him of this
determination as early as January 1871.
in the presence of a mutual friend, Francis
I). Moulton. The rules of Plymouth church
offered me a choice between two methods
of retirement, one to ask a formal letter
of dismissal, the other to dismiss myself

less formally by prolonged absence.
1
ehosathe latter. Several powerful reasons
prompted me to Ibis alternative.
The pastor communicated to me in writing an apology signed by his name, lie
also appealed to me to protect, him trout
bringing reproach to Iho cause of religion.
He
that an exposure would turbid
him lo reaseend the pulpit. These and
other similar reasons 1 had no right or di

alleged

position
At,

to disregard.
length my absence

from the

church,

absence the cause ot wjiieh not three
members of tho congregation beside the
pastor knew, began to excite comment in
private circles. After many ealiimniou
whisperings, near and far, a weekly paper
in New York in November. 187..'. published a wicked and horrid scandal, a publication which some persons in the church
ignorantly attributed in ils origin to me.
\\ hereas I had previously spent many
months ol constant and unremitting endeavor to suppress it—an endeavor in
which, with an earnest motive but foolish
judgment I made many ill directed sacrifices in mv reputation.
Iii May, 1x7:1, occurred the surrept itampublication. a tripartite agreement, signed lit II (
Howen. 11 \V. Heeeher and
myself; an agreement, which, so far a-J
was concerned, had tor its object to pledge
an

me

to

silence

against, using

or

circulating

charges which Mr. Howen had made
against Mr. Heeeher.
Tilton then relates at some length the
steps taken by Mr. West to cite hint before
Plymouth Chun It on a charge ol circulating scandal against the pastor. The
charges formally brought, a few weeks
after, though nominally against himself,
were really against the pastor,
lie cheerfully co-operated in defeating \Ve«l, and
wrote a letter declining to accept a copy
of the. charges addressed to him as a member on the ground that he had four years
previously ceased connection with the
church, For this letter he received the
pastor’s prompt and hearty thanks.
An understanding was then had between
Mr. Heeeher and himself that West’s indictment was to be disposed ot by a simple resolution that he (Tilton) had lour
years previously terminated his membership. This was to put West’s case quietly
out of court without scandal.
To Tilton’s
surprise and indignation lie subsequently
learned that the report would declare that,
\ whereas, lie hail been charged with slani tiering the pastor and had been cited to
I meet the charge, and had pleaded nonmembership. therefore resolved, Ac., and
upon appearing in person at the meeting,
lie was told by the report that he had
been served with the charges and requested to answer them, whereas the truth is he
was requested not
consequently arose

them, lie
in the meeting and
in Mr. Heeehov's presence, tied mm
had slandered him he would answ-er for it
; to His face, and Mr. Heeeher replied in an
•
equally public manner that he had no
charge to make.
.Next follows the history of the Congre
to answer

"“■I

j gational Council, accompanied by letters
trom various persons and a criticism upon
Llie acts and language of that body. Tilton continues;

solemnly aver and no man shall gain-say
that the reason why Plymouth
limvii
avoided an investigation into the scandal with
I which 1 w as charged, was not, because 1. but
another man, had brought dishonor on the
Christian name; and yet the other person, a
clergyman, permitted his church to brand me
before the council with an accusation, which,
had L been in his placejaml he in mine, I would
voluntarily have horn for mvself instead of
causing another. I will add in another instance,
by a quotation from a letter which I laid occasion to address to Mr. ISeedter, dated Mai M.
‘•I

me

I Set:

Hr,try War,! llrech*r
Sii:,—Mr. 1'. I*., Carpenter mentions to me y.uir
saying to him that under certain conditions iuv«>l\ ing
I eertain disavowals by me, a sum of money would or
could be raised to send me, with my family to Kurope
for a term of years. The statement compels me to
slate explicitly that so long as life and sell’-re>pc-t
j! coutinm*
to exist together in my breast, I shall be
debarred from receiving either directly or indirectly,
I any pecuniary or other favor at your hands. Hie
reason for this feeling oil my part, you know -o
well that 1 will spare
Yours truly,

After

some

\on

the statement of it.
Tni:oi»oitt; Tit.t’ox.

turther remark, Tilton

1 am at last forced to the

j necessity of

says:

disagreeable

publishing the following:

ItROoKLYX, Jan. J, IS7I
1 :ek Theoilmv Tilton’s forgiveness and lmmIdo myself before him as I do before my imd.

He would have been a fetter man in mv eirthan 1 have been. I can ask notliing except that lie will remember all tin other
breasts that would aelie. I \\ill not plead for
myself. I even wi- h ttint I were dead.
II
\V. P.rri in it

eiimstanees

|

Good

Follow.

Wo wonder if -1 he (lood 1 ellow' 1 '■
mistrusts hi- goodness. or vaii/.i
how
selfish, how weak, how impriuciple. am
how bad a fellow he it
II.■ neve; regard'
(he (onauqiicnccs of his neb, as tliev
late to other-, and especially tin...
s' i
family friends, Little lits Uf gciicio-i: \
toward them are supposed to atone tm ,•
his misdeeds, while lie inllicts upon then
the disgraces, inconveniences, and lmrd> n
which attend a selfishly di solute life
l ie invitation of
friend, the taimi
good-natured boon companion--, lie
at*
Terrible Death of a Dog Fancier. temptations of jolly lellow-hip, the.
enough to overcome all his -t nipb -, il in
A special dispatch from New York gives haany scruples, and to lead him b- ignon
the iollowing account of the death, Wed- all the possible results to those who iovi
in
of
a
celebrated
him
best anti must care loi him in wickBrooklyn,
nesday,
dog
lie.-s and all the
fancier, from hydrophobia:
unhappy phases of hi'
The death of Francis Butler, a well sellisli life.
I lie Good f ellow i-notoriously careless
known dog lancier, and author of books
on dogs, from hydrophobia, last
night, in ol his family. Any outside friend can
Brooklyn, was a terrible affair. For a lead him withersoever lie will—into delbquarter of a century Mr. Butler has been bauchery, idleness, vagabondage
a sort of
authority on all matters pertain- can ad: a favor, and it-i-done lie ea
ing to canine pets, and he was not less invite him into disgrace, and lie goes
widely known in sporting circles as a dog Ile can direct him into a job of dirty wori
fancier than among all classes in the com- ami he straightway undertake- il
ii
munity as the man to consult upon all can tempt him into any indulgence vim
matters concerning dogp from the trim- may suit his vicious whims and regardming their ears to the gravest maladies. less ot wife, mother, sister, who raav f
Bike all men who have had much to do shortened in their resources so as legitiwith dogs, he laughed at the popular mately to claim his protecting hand, —'
notion about their tendency to madness, gardless ot honorable father and broth.and has written frequently on the subject, —he will spend hi- money, w.i=te
decrying the common fear of hydrophobia. time, and make himself a subject of e
Ilis letters have in past years been widely .stant and painful anxiety, or an umuii
lie doubted
whether the gate nuisance to those alone who care
published.
disease of canine madness had a real ex- straw for him. W hat pay doc in- iv.vii
istence. and he was unite eonvineed that for this shameful sacrifice 1 flic honor, n
at all events us oeeurrenee is so rare that
being considered a ‘-Good I .-How with
there is no need of taking precautions a -el. ot men who would not p.-nd a eei :
for him if they should site him -tawing
against it.
and wdio wollld laugh over hi ,-.dmb'
When lie dies in the ditch, a. ho i unlikely to die, they breatb a i,■ t.
swill they drink and -nv
nH< r -ii!,
was a (lood 1 ellow
I hi' features ill' tlir (I.. l-Vilm
n hieh makes it well nigh
t:.
hupelo'
In* thinks In1 i- a g.*od
iw
jp. tf,;*:!
this pliable di-pn dlion, hi readme
t .-I

1 In1 conviction l,;ul cost him Ills hie
About six. weeks ago ti gentleman brought
a
dog whirh wr\s sick to his otliee. 'Mr
Hutler determined m administer a dose of
medieine. The dog was held liy a hoy mid
medicine was forced into ils mouth, hut
wlnle .Mr Hutler with nis hand in the
dog's mouth w:i-. endeavoring to make it
swallow, the animal hit the tlmmh nt his
right hand ;o hadly that the marks of six
harp teeth could lie plainh seen.
I he wound soon healed and Mr Muller
had almost forgotten about it, until last
Monday morning, when in his etVort to
swallow a cup of tea at his breakfast, lawns seized with a violent pnrowsm and
convulsive tremor, and to his surprise
discovered that his muscles would not
In some
convey the drink to his mouth
alarm he turned to his wife and said,
•■Why, how strange that is! 1 cannot gel
tli.it tea to nn lips: what can it mean.-1"
Nile thought of the bite ot the dog immediately. and like a flash it came to her
that her husband had the hydrophobia,
hut she endeavored at the time to conceal
her fears Irom him, and told him lie was
nervous and needed resi
I'll try another
cup then." he answ ered, but in attempting
to drink he was again convulsed.
A few
hours altcrward lie recognized symptoms
of hydrophobia and realized bis condition,
lb- then begged his triends to keep away
trom him. and ran up and down stairs
witii a stick in his hands endeavoring to
strike and bite every person who approached hint, lie tore the clothing from

■ ■

other winiil telinws a -it\ it-i■ -illil hi
Hi love
ways atone for all his fault

praise

i- list

by

Ills

companion

ill.lt
isinii- .si
i.mite 11..
aware that hi- sacrifice of Ik.ii r. unit!;,
honor ami [ware of hi family i.-.r the al:
of our outside praise is the •■ttpiin; >:
tlie heartless selti-'hno
<j 1111.- unaware
that hi- regard .if the inter.' t and I'e
ittgs "f those who are bound t.. him t) t
close ties ol blood, is the deni
in:.
ol liis utterly unprincipled chai
ter
carries an unnillled, or a jovial Ire; t v, p,l
hearts bleed or break around Inn
Of a'
the scamps society know
the traditi
good iellofs is the mo t despicable A
man who for the sake id hi
own
e't'r h
delights, or tlie sake of the prai e of ...
less or unprincipled friends, makes h,
home a scene of anxiety and torture m.l
degrades and ilisgraces all who are a
eiated with hint in his home life, i- u I.,Hi,
he knows it or not. a lirut e
If
man eai
not be loyal to home, and to those wh
love him, tlu'ii he cannot lie local to am
thing that is good. There is somethin
mean beyond description, in any man u is
cares more for
anything in tins world tin
his body, and clutching at his breast, the honor, the confidence, and love ol hi
1 here is something radical
shrieked. ‘-There are mad dogs here." family.
l’iiysicians were called in and were obliged wrong in such a man. and the quicker
to tie him down, and finally succeeded in and the more thoroughly he realize- s.
injecting morphine into his arm. This a humiliation which binds him to the
lie lost the earth in shame and confusion, the hetti
relieved lib paroxysms.
power of speech, then barked like a dog, for him. The traditional good felloe. 1
while streaks of foam poured from his bail fellow from the crown of Ills head
lie i- as weak a-.,
mouth, and late on Wednesday night he the sole ot his foot
died.
baby, vain as a peacock, selfish as a pi.
and as unprincipled as a thief
He In
Mr. 1 »ut I * r wa- a native ot r.ngiaim.
Ilis education wa- ot a superior order, not one redeeming trait upon which a mi
lie was an accomplished linguist, and lias souable self-respect can be built and bra.
been connected with several educational ed
(live u- the bad fellow, who -lands le.
institutions as a professor ot languages,
lie wrote a popular hook entitled "Hog itis personal and family honor, who stickTraining." lie had i*«■»tear of hydrophobia, to lit- ovn. who does not "treat" his friendand utteri expressed the opinion that it ! while iiis home is in need of the money
wasimplv a nervous affection and that he wastes, and who gives himself :i> in
tin* bite of a dog would not produce the diligence of good fellowship at the expeti-o
of duty I A man with u horn tile approvdisease tube-- tear supervened and oe
ea-io’.ied it.
ing smile of a wife, or mother, or -ister.
does not weigh more than a thousand crazy
j
Bed. bravos ,,i boon companions, is ju-t n
Human Relies oil the Ocean
man at all.
[Dr. .1 lb Holland, in S. rib
The dream that afllictml the wretched tier's for .June.
-r
Clarence, after (hie allowance is made
Presidential Forecasting.
poetic exaggeration, probably gives a fair
ef
what
was
sombre
representation
thoug-h.
1 lie \\ u.-hington <-orr<■■'|)>.inIt-!it .'i tlir
till lately supposed to lie the condition of
< hicago Tribune has the
the oei an lied. It were easy to sluiw liy
following go-.'p
a> to the
probable deni", ratio r.uididat'
almndant ipiutatious that the sounding
tor president:
to wash
seas were

his

self-complacency

1

■■

1

■

heneath their

supposed

Then* are four prominent men It tie
democratic nomination
Allen Thurman.
Thomas A. Hendricks, Newton I;■ m.1.h.
ami David Davis.
Thurman tills the measure of the I arm- :
publicity, as the un.|ti**stione<l head ol' hi
partv at \\ ashingtou. An abh mil k
ful debater, a man of eultnre, genialilt
legal mind, and political liue-sc. ae ha
a
two elements of weakness;
p j.
probable that lie can earn I tin In a dele
ocratie national eonvention; and he
against expansion—a notion which ha
greatly whetted the denim rat ie appet:!,
since the crusade eut mV amneer tipple,
I’here are but three deuioeratie ,!a
papers in the slate, and allot' them at.
sullen on Thuman, lie is aceused
selfishness, stingines-. and those fral'ta
which exercise no hand in the t;. \, r
'- iimite,
men! 11 is executive c\ penciland he has a competitor i hi mi. 1
William Allen, who is generiil* papula
with the democrat ie vank and die. a1
will be but Oil years old at lit expirati
ot his term ot olliee.
Did Mr, Allen t
u
plied to -Morton's imputation that
senile ill an etfeetive retort, ti mgli a
;

the bones of imuuniliered hapless
mariners, and that of the highway of nations was hidieved to be paved with the
relies of disaster. To this picture there

surtai

was

afterward added

a

yet

more

weird

feature. The notion, derived from experiments on the compressibility of air.
gained acceptance that water at great

depths was rendered so dense by pressure
nothing could sink to the bottom in
the ocean. According to this theory, each
substance would descend only to a certain
point, determined in each ease by its
speeilie gravity. Tims, while the victims
of .shipwreck might rest at a few hundred
that

feet below the surface, the heavier artieles

of the cargo would remain at various distances below them; !>ul in the greater
depths ev en the anchor itself would never
reach the ocean floor.
Vnd thus the sea
becomes a mausoleum more strangely occupied than Ilia! in which Mohammed's
coflin luing suspended, mid-wan r being
substituted f.ir mid-air
Kneli of these c • inceptions is exactly llieWater is not, compressireverse of fact.
ble, and docs not at any known depth
hold heavy substance-, suspended in it.
ltelics of humanity of any sort whatever
arc among the rarest of curiosities obtained in deep-sea dredging. Prote-sor 11 x.
Morse, in the course of a discussion outlie
evolution theory, has cited two good illiis.
(rations in proot of the latter statement.
\\ hen tlie l.nke of Haarlem was drained,
sin-taco the commerce of ten
on whoso
centuries had floated and several naval
battles had taken place, no trace ot man
works was found in the land reor hi
deemed from the ocean. In the course of
twelve years’ dredging oil the coast of
New I Ingland, light in the track where

I

one

.Mr. Morton suggests that I am t
to bo your governor that my time l
t \t
and loss ol vitality unlit mo
speak to you. fellow-citizens, in
like l/ii' [bellowing splendidh '|
\

h

withered from tlie hips down
Tom llettdrieks is tin logical cau.i: j.q
of the straight and more liberal denniratie
I party, llis life lias largely been •pent in
executive olliee, without :i stigma without
Three Tiers of Cities.
failure. He i mild, mag teiia delilau
1’i'of. l’metoi- says our earth is gaining
He invites alliance, ur..i
ate, derisive.
does not repel it, like Thurman
i'll
| in bulk by the incessant fall of meteors
I on its surface, (’.eulogists maintain that
views outlie currency, a imple
one
iron
vessels
constantly plied,
meat and distributed overeignty. are a
| its crust, isofgrowing thicker by the gradual sailing
was the sole evidence of man's
melted matter in the interior, spike
sound a« Thurman'-,
i'he latier i■; at !i
cooling
the
bottom.
from
and point in proof to mountains of recent existence brought up
best leading the democracy in the eunte
ot
this
article
writer
had,
however,
formation as much higher than the older The
Newton Booth is the subject of genera
the lack to be present on the oeeasii it of
ranges. And antiquarians t ell us that the one of the rare
amongst the democracy and he i
inquiry
the
ml
to
gen
exceptions
surface ot the earth rises in some way and
east this autumn, possibly l
In a dredging cruise of the H ue expected
rule.
covers (lie ruins of old cities.
deliver some speeches. David Dui
in Casco Bay, the
I’rof. Sehliemann, in digging oil the site Lio-lit. last summer,
considered as the Hr t choice ot
with anemones. still
of Troy, lias penetrated through three travel brought up, along
•nber of democrats,
a
shoe
of
and scnlpins,
different cities. The upper one is com- star-fish, skates,
ae democratic party hu
a eon, ••res. j
remarkmodern manufacture, and
with a plnralitx
paratively modern, and lias nourished ahle, if at all. as to its size. only
What seemed go tnrougli, probably
since the historic Troy was destroyed by
their favor. <>ti that rock they tnav split
a still more singular coincidence was that
the Creeks,
l he second was the Troy of
Other movements are also in order which
next haul ot the trawl brought up ihe
the
Homer; and the relies are abundant ot die
the republican
The pair were in may recover popularity lor
mate of this big shoe.
1:
weapons described by Homer and of uten- a
party and alter its whole personnel
as shoes, hut,
condition,
dilapidated
very
sils mentioned in the Iliad. The third inthe parties which now confront each
rank as curiosities. The deed,
took
they
high
dicates a period long before the Troy of
other r.re merely the old whig and democcurrence was so unusual that it has been
ocratic party, with tlie vital attributes
poetry, when barbarism prevailed, and
was
that
there
perhaps
sijo-o-ested
leger- each extracted.
the
The republican i
weapons and vessels were of stone, like demain about il -that it was a
conneatly
Tinthose louiid in sunken v llagesin the lakes
without il~ hunesty
hoax. To this the only reply must whig party,
trived
of Switzerland.
It is not easy to underis the old democratic party
No one democratic
be that “seeing is believing.”
stand bow the soil can have accumulated
without hard niotiov or date sovereignty.
saw the shoos taken out ot the midst
who
over these relies to the depth of a hundred ;
ol the mud of Ihe trawl pocket was
feet.
li is stated
A Fi.oatix<; Mi:n \i;i.i:ii:.
troubled yvitli the doubt that harassed
ot ollieers. \\ ho have boon on
a
King (ieorge about the apple-dumpling. that party
Going back to a house which we left [Harper’s Magazine.
gasoil in mounting guns anil otherwise
putting tho fiull torts in serviceable conlong ago with the sweetness an<t memories
dition. while sailing through .Mississippi
of lost summers locked away in its closed
lloehin
A young man
A l’oon II \m>.
Sound, since tho recent Hood, encountered
rooms, and hidden within its darken pas:
ol
euchre, a remarkable scone. For miles were seen
X. V.. who is very fond
sages, always seems to me like a resurrec- ester,
ot
a
ol tho daughter
tion.
Wo throw back shutters, and blue ami also vorv lorn!
driftwood, and patches of tint and
orthodox churches, logs,
soil floating out into the gulf, tilled with
heavens peep smiling into dim rooms and pillar ol' one' of the
tea at the house of his adored
liye animals, who clung to their trail
dusky corridors; we open doors, and the was taking
had some fruit cake
June air chases the dickering sunshine soma time since, and
barques with the tenacity id shipwrecked
him.
lining somewhat confused mariners. Among the animals were seen
through the stillness ot the dead atmos- offered
ol his situation, as the cake
rats, raccoons, possums rabbits, alligators
phere ; wo turn keys and slips, until the on account
held out to him, he very politly said, and moccasin snakes in uncounted numtroops of eager children full of laughter was
and
and motion sweep from threshold to thresh- “I pass.” The father hearing him,
bers, all brought down from the swamps
old in one glad rush of life and gladness. having played some to his younger days, and marshes, perhaps from titty to one hunhorrified at his infatuation for the dred miles inland. The novel exhibition
Halt-forgotten dreams and fancies and feel- was and
thought he would teach him a had a scientific interest, as it suggested
game,
crumwake
as
some
relic
faded
ings
again
“You pass, tlic manner in which,
bles under our lingers, and the present lesson, lie spoke bluntly:
during past geologithere’s the door;
u'iods, animals were transported from
touches the past so nearly that all interven- then I order you up—and
that
When
!”
I shall make a march
young
ns far inland to the mouth of esing time and space is biotted out, and the
he
tuaries, and their bones being entoumbed
old days join the now in one unbroken line man calls upon “his adored again,
it alone.
in the silt and soil mud, furnished the orot thought and action. Somewhere beyond will probably “go
remains which are preserved Imthe stars I love to fancy that the same
ganic
wonderful change will come to the dear
To Mbasi kk tub Hindir <>t Tkees. ages, in yie hardened strata. It was doubttree
dead faces that have been hidden from our When the sun is shinning so that the
less, by similar means that the fossils now
earth forever. Breath of heaven will un- casts a shadow, set a stick perpendieulai.. found in the solid lime-stones were cnseal the silent lips, light of heaven will un- Mark the length of the shadow ol the stick gultcd and preserved; ttnd also that aniveil the shadowed eyes, glory of heaven also that of the tree. Then as the length mal life has been distributed over portions
is to the height of | of the
globe.
encompass the frozen soul, until joy un- of the stick’s shadow
so is the length
speakable and life eternal fill for them the the stick above the ground,
the
to
of
the
shadow
Wliv should a snider be a good correspondheight
whole boundless measure of eternity. fM. of the tree’s
Because he drops a line hv everv post.
ent
E 1!
tree.
•
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speaks of it
which would

grave offence, and one
longer permit him to sit

as

a

no

under Beecher's preaching.
After this
matter became public, through the \\ nodhull publication, and in other ways, an

..

in

Titcomb,

....

...

agreement

was

Tilton and

Henry

ever

'he fit1] import

that

1 weir

pnssc-d

thehili which staii-,

signed during

the last

•lavs cf the session became known, the
'..■.hi £ud out that more stringent
laws fori :ontrol hav been passed than
the one : : which it was criticising Sena's: Carp* liter so severely
These intimations turn out to be true
hat. inder the guise of depriving mo police coun of this district oi
the power it claimed over tlie press of the
country, 3.1 r. Tolanj reported a bill at a
night session, which passed without debate, that takes this power from the police
court and transfers it to the circuit, court,
and then, in a second section, by making
s
action of an old act ot li’36 apply
to courts created by Congress in tlu District of Columbia, makes it possible t< b<
gin suit for libel against editors oi newspapers anywhere, arrest him by warrant
of the court, justice of peace, or other
magistrate, and bring him here for trial,
all expense to be paid by the United state?,
the till was managed very quietlv in both
houses, and the effect of the second sec
tion was not alluded to in either body
Mr. Edmunds reported the bill to the Senate and subsequently Mr.
Frelinghuyseu
called it tip. He said it was very important and had been carefully considered bv
the judiciary committee, and it was passed without debate."

pres,

Tbs

Ibaino

2jaiv©ras.Iisti.

CilAls, Me.. June 25. At the °ession
cf this morning the Maine Uni versa list
convention, by a decisive majority, recognized the eligibility of women to the

Christian ministry, in an amendment to
the by-laws, which forbids the committee
on or'dinaticn to make any discrimination
against candidates on account of sex At
half-past ten o’clock a meeting o! the
Women’s Centenary Association was held
in the church, which was very ably addressed by the president of the association,
Mrs. Caroline A. Soule of New York. The
Rev Mrs. Roberts of
Kittery also spoke,
and a subscription in aid of the
objects of
the association was taken up. The afternoon was devoted to the education cause
and the claims of tne general missionary
work c:' tiie denomination
Addresses
were made by Mr. Bodge, principal of the
Westbrook Seminary, and ex-Governor
Perharn and Rev II II. Pullman of New
York presented the claims of the general
convention. This evening is to be devoted
to the communion service, followed bv a
social gathering, and tire convention will
rijose to-morrow
morning.
.Joke .••iYSTERv. A Sew York ,Sunday
papoi says_that. “behind the present asjtect of the Beecher-1 ilton scandal there is
a.
young laciy of Brooklyn involved whose
name is not yet
brought beto,-e the public
in eomicctiiou with the case. She is handsome

a

high

accomplished, wealthy, oeeupyinosocial position, and strenuous el-

forts are bein<r made to save her from disgrace. Certain parties now assailed in the
ease are bearing odium to shield her. Tilton, on being questioned respecting the
young lady, declined to eonverse on the

subject."

Ameriean people pay, amounting to
nearly 100 per t ent, on the English prices,
are an extortion
which is successfully
maintained by a combinat ion of Ameriean

Bradbury, built by
II. Bradbury; the

manufacturers, who still hold patents

lery.

particular improvements.

that

the

The readers of the literature oi 1 lawthorne

Let

will mark the curious fact that aftei a
slumber ol two hundred rears, the characof the Scarlet better arc claimed to
ter

on

Hester I'rvnno will, tie

of

treet

the tax-gatherer.

Brook 1 vt
fortune's

i

the old

be born

better In

lucky

adage

that

than rich.

Dame fortune tool: him

by the hand tram
by green pasture:

the hrl. and led him
and ‘'till water

while other-'

were

lnture,
altniil

t..

tiie

year

.lop

Postmaster <1 on era I
Hale's

member of the Ieg-

(.lotigre'-,

ot

tint it

personal .jttaliliea

i

to
d

debater, and

as

a-

a

the ('oinmittee
At..

....

on
*

....

iinwn eapaeitv

row

Viva I

due

to

ay that

member nl < empress lie tin
He ha
dustn and ability.
lent rank

and

played

Mr
a

n

in

\nilttjui
inr
public bu. ines;

tvv

i here
will acquit iiimseh'
well In the arduous and difficult duties ot
been called.
1 he posit ion to which he lei
no

doubt

that lie

1

vva-

political

the gathering place of the Whig-',
during the dog-cabin and hard-cider" i’reidential campaign in l"tn, and resounded
night after night, until the conic t wa
1 ippe
ended, with the rallying on of
A lew of the voice
canoe and Tyler too
which then and there tirred the heart of
the people tike the sound of a trumpet are
still heard occasionally in techie tone
but the elnrpieni lip ■ot Web ter Kelley,
ofCeorge W I 'ontev. which hoi* 1 ail heari
on,.,.,a
quell bourn! lev tl,e *!
long ago put on the purple hue *,l death
Till- ill -.tillerv tood on the bank in real
of the premise now occupied liv A K f
.Moore and Thoma f I .ogan, near the
it

j

ease,

lie

was

not

was to

a

it, rough th" windows and
ruled
the fence
The officers onr.de -or.n secured ‘lie men. however, ami brought
them back to the building. 'I he cellar
•vae visited, and it was found that the rasct Is had out away the wall directly behind
the ate
A small steam boiler was fitted
tip ready for use, and the burglars intended using a steam drill to bore into the sate.
A heavy mallet was found on the floor,
which is of the pattern usually used by
burglars, having lead on one end and woo’d tor for the nomination
on the other, so as to deaden the sound.
—A man in Portland lias obtained a paThe thieves not only oui through the brick
tent,
for a blower.” We'll bet that, it is
If the nomination ol a utecessor to the
walk but through a block of granite which
an infringement on Barnabas
was in rear it the sale.
The pr r otter limi. ,1,"niies It. Reek, in the house ot repwere brought to the station-house, and
resentatives, by the democrats ot llie
—Murray’s circus, now travelling in
gave their names a •; John Simpson Charle
branfe fort (Ky.) district, really signifies Maine, is not owned
by Key. \V. 11 li.
suborn and William Morgan, after which
they were locked up. Officer were left his retirement trom public life, they and Murray, ns some might suppos •.
at the bank to guard it
and some of the the nation at large will sutler a loss. Xo
lion. John 11 Burleigh lu.^ been rebank officials were notified, and iminedi
representative ot the people in congress nominated lor
Congress by the reptibl1ately hurried t the spot and made an ex- ha fought their battles with more
zeal, eans of the first District.
amination of the place, finding that the
thieves did not succeed in injuring the afe v, eight, and force. To his ability, pluck
A step forward was l.aki n by tit*
to any great extent, not did fhrv
get into and power as a speaker, he adds the rarer
the bank.
Universalist
State Uonyention at ('alals
Slid not tea valuable qualities of an honest
last week. In recognizing tin1 cligibilit:
loy,- of justice, and is of painstaking and
a Ron ax' .-ic::
of women to the Christian ministry.
[he s.
j ranr.*.
••.Million-' habit
Xo man is more needed
correspondent of t e Ballast Sew Letter,
Several patriots in the I north District
in emigre* in these evil time-.
flic strict
under date oi June Ctii, writes:
An
are disappointed at hearing thathlen. Her
Atner.can ship-of-war, the Franklin, has attention given by Mr. Heel, to his legisla
been hereabout, a fortnight, its men from ii~e ditties ha no doubt eriously inter- sey is getting in better health, and will
time to time
obtaining leave to go on fered with hi professional career and per- expect a re nomination to Congress.
chore, and then indulging, as sailors do.
But Kentucky can
In view nl Mi- Ilale's retirement., the
in copioti3 potations.
A party of half a sonal interest at home.
dozen ol them presented themselves at send no man to the United States senate republican papers have commenced to
an early hour
yesterday morning at an who w.mid sene it. and the people at large publish a list, of the a spirant to his place.
liquor shop, when one of them, under pre- mnn ptfeefualh titan Mi Beck
If is so lull that, they might a well insert
tence of seeking
change for a piece of
the district eheck list
gold, made a hash at some money in the
hand 01 the proprietor, and had
1 he i.i5.
report .concerning the Beechgot posThe papers are putting lion N. c.
session f it. A regular row ensiled and
er scandal are to the effect that Air. Beecher
liichborn among the candidates for the
blows were freely administered. The
will "ay untiling about Mr. Tilton" latest
storekeeper. finding himself getting the
Congressional nomination T hat can’t be.
v.
ot it cried for
The Herald
ay
-‘.Mr. Nathan liar,
to
a
publication.
help
oi.st.
neighboring
got a railroad to build, and
military post. A party soon arrived and Beecher ha' taken up hn position behind like the
Martha, it" cumbered
Scriptural
a battle followed between soldiers
and a
cry --trc ng barricade ot silence, and with
sailors. The former seem to have made
many cares” in respect to it
Pray
but little use of their weapons at first, but evidently intends to stay there. He pro- don’t pile the whole Filth Pi Triot on
top
to allow Mr. Tilton to write as
a private seeing his corpora! in the
many of that.
grasp poses
of a sailor and in danger ol
strangulation playin' letters as his leisure will admit of,
from him, rushed upon hint with his bayThe .Supreme Oonrt m Mart: aeliur.oit
hut sternly refuse" to dip hi quill into the
onet, and either intentionally or by accih:i decided that the Senool ( ‘ninmitt.ee
dent. run him through the body. The at' inkstand to reply."
Boston hai the ight to make rule", respect
fair was now soon at an end. The wound
ed man was
Viclo'i to the Lewcton Journal ays
ing membership ot the bod\ thus nstainconveyed to the hospital,
where lie died this
morning. IT Vorn- that Hop Ehene/or knowlton of Montville ing the exelusion of women. The ladies
tades were carried to
prison.
an avowed eandidate for the ('oncress- must therefore
go to the Legislature t..r
ional nomination.
their rights.
.iRiiici: Accm*.:u. Thursday .. v.
a
..n'e, pondeuT lot
tnund
li-ipwnun
The 1 tester l iazetfe, a paper with <le
nin£ about, si.. o clock as a gentleman w.t
v. ho
a iteinoi rat, and wants to know" who
from
his
oi
place
returning
business hv ever heard of a democratic minister before, eided Republican leanings, has this to say
vv n\ oit ioik -t..ke noticed a
lady valkiup" sacred history speak- oi one -iIn* liev. .1. eoneerning the rant <d the ehairman of
a l'ow yards in advance.
All at once he Iscariot. [Kennebec Journal.
the late Republican State Convention
hea d her scream, and looking
That was before duda turned hr. coal,
up h,. -nv
l :. r. Welit>, of Waterville, Chairman of the
the skirt of her dress all in a "blaze
hr hike some modern democrats, he could
Kepuhliean state Convention last, week, let oil
ran into a shoemaker r
shop near i.y and not resi t
about
niueh spread-eagle nonsense a.-: would
temptation, and was bought up he s:.,eas for
the fire was put out by throwing a bucket
one mail.
If we mistake not the
the
other
After
side.
he
received
the
of water over her; but not until it had by
body of the Republican party wish to see their
routine
themselves
to the realiburned nearly all the clothes from |iPI- sop he became an adherent, ot the admin- representatives
ties of the present time. We think tliere will
hodv.
1'ortunat’e.Iv she was not. burned, istration, and betrayed the Savior to its lie found ahundant
material to work upon withthough the ends of her finger were blisl local representative, l’ontius l’ilate. Ilis out going hack ten years, to that time
of strife
pred in
bad
then, The sooner the
out
it
a
which
was
fire,
was
rethe
enough
putting
markable escape from a fearful death. The politics are also sufficiently indicated by •spread-eagle orators understand that no party
question is where did the tire come from the statement that he was a thief and car- rail live solely upon the blood and bones of the
past, the better it will be for all hands con[Portland Prer‘s.
ried the hao
cerned.

;

waiei, jn i northerly ot an old bricl. yard
the remains of which a well a a jioriion
of the distillery w harf are still \ i d 1 ile
It
was built hv John Slade \ Son ,,t li,, :|on
tor Allred t urti
oftliat eitv and
apt.
William Barns of this place, who eon.litu
ted one of the numerous lirm over w hich
Samuel I pton wa the presiding geniu
II w as built of In iek and was one hundred
feet in length by lilts in width li contained forty-two thou and gallon cisterns,
with heaters, condenser-, and .tills ol' sut
tioient power and capacity to manufacture live hundred gallons ot rum per dav.

OE DOLLARS I'liut i- the price that Belfast
candidate in the i is
paying for having made Seth I.. Milliken an
democratic convention, so his nomination alderman, and that i- hi- regard for the intere t
was a surprise.
The canvass was a very of hi constituents.
Now t ]»iit it to my fe.low republican- \v iii
uncertain one, with four tickets in the
liehl.
The real struggle w as on the ques- Mr. Milliken fit I y represent you:- Arc you willing to call him your chosen leader, and give
ts* >n of the governorship, and Air. l.a
him a delegation from this cilv'r Let the ReDow quietly remained at home and lootpublicans of this city speak as decidedly as ih.-y
ed after his wheal.
The independent did in 1871. when Mr. Milliken had the temerity
and republican congressional candidates to run for the Legislature. Cow Perham then
the State and made it lire toy had d<» majority, and Milliken’- iPemocrntie
stumped
nr of hi
management, or father want of
was elected by Jb-J majority.
each other anil metaphorically hot fm La competitor
.-i.
A Brin hi.u an
enough to sink any candidate, ( 'apt. Dow. The result
is, in consequet.ee,
Mcfldv, ry would wall represent the large
to the democracy, and
Maine Democracy.
commercial interests of the district, and doubly gratifying
trebly disgusting to the defeated candiThe endorsement ot‘ the platform and
has heretofore stood well in the Convendates. Mr. La Doty is a gentleman of rethe candidate of the Democracy of this
The Iriend., of Simonton claim
tion.
attainments and ability, aad
that, he will come into tho Convention spectable
state, by the leading presses outside ot it,
has represented his district ir. the Oregon
is very lull and hearty.
The Boston Post
with the whole of the Knox portion of
the district, and he a formidable competi- legislature.
says—
!ii

wa

■

be used to control the Belfast lease.
flic action of ihe stockholder’s meeting, eontrolled bv the city -lock, tlie vote of which was
thrown by Milliken, is costing this city just^j;.,000 a year. For the term of fifty year- that
amounts TO A MILLION AND A QUARTER
it

(leorge a. I .a How te
Congre from Oregon appears to mi-prise
every body, including Air. l a Dow liiin:elf.
La Dow is a iptiel. well-to-do farmer
l'ning u F.astern Oregon, who loves
I lie election m

I

Km

be ratified, it. wa- rejected bv vote oi ihe city
lock, and one made with the Maim* Central
t o.a lease that was afterward
broken.
lb at i- not the w<n i. II i- openly -lace.t bv
tho-e in a jaisniw,.. nai tlie hand of the
old Maine « eutral vva felt m that ratification,
m tie way oi bribery.
Hon. Joshua Nve.then
Treasurer of the Maine Central, has openiy declared that ho paid out JO,01)0 by direction of
its management, with tin* understanding that

Way:
».

■

..

done under in inspiration,
Not withstanding a large petition of the property
holders of Belfast, that the Kennebec lease

member of
■.

at

■

■

Mill

of Bel fa* t did,

taken excel\ffiii

1

..

the national ('abinel. as

int<i

lo.wnmvi

,•

1

v

Searee
ing the loop and thorny pathmaioritv he tva elected pro;rntiii attorney, holding the office for nine
then two year

>»

1

.•

that tomp.nv covenanted m .1
m
on
good and utlieicnt lea.'-c is. y.i\
p. r
the whole o‘ t of The road for fi\c y. at
and
<•
II
brKeyed
per cent, for ihity-iivc \vai
that Mi Milliken while holding" the p<> ifion of
m alderman oi the
ity, worn to pie ei re it
wu
inteiv
really ihe attorney of the Maine
Central < o. Whatever ihe Municipal officers

dull

nut.it hi'

year

ease.-

a

<

1110 State odueali'.nal <>u\ ei'.tion will be held
iiookland the last wool, in \ /u -t. eontitmin •.
in session three da\

in

1

out of

Kennebec and Portland

tread-

llie bill pru\ iding
tin I >i -trii t "I

<■

the interests uf Belfast in tlie railroad matter. \\'hen ii became apparent that the
old Maine < eutral » o. did not intend to lease
ihe Belfast road, a lea e \\ .e effected with the

ing

d’li.- 1'nsidont ii
igtu d
l'»r a n<*\\
(h.wrnmmM fur
< 'olmnbia.

■

Remembered'

There may have I..

of t 'niversalists in Belfast"
organized ;
its name was subsequently changed to that
of the “First I 'niversalist Society in ltclfasl."
The meeting for organization was
held at the Academy, March -1th : this was
the origin of the present ( niversalist So-

1

people were more
humeles-lv and recklessly betrayed, but the
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As these im-

.Ml:. Kmroi:: often people will forget thing.,
that they ought to remember, tint when I tie
people ef llelfast have so good reason to bear a
man in mind a- they have in tin* ease of >. 1..
Their
Miltiken. there is not much danger.
refreshed unuualh b,\ tin* calls of
memory

have reappeared in the < hitivh of the Pilgrims, and that Itcv Arthur Jbmmesdale
and

the

street now

occupied bv Mr-.
her husband, Nathaniel
Bean and Derby brick
block on Main street, the Town Hall, the
Eagle Hotel. Bhcrnix Bow and the distil-
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Congress adjourned

Sewing

signed between Beecher, provements have all run from fourteen to
0. Bowen. By this all twenty-one years, and have been immensecharges were withdrawn and regrets ex- ly profitable to the owners. Congress
pressed for the past, with promise? for should peremptorily reject any and every
future confidence and Christian fellowship- application for an extension or renewal of
A ft P4' this came ttie Woodhull publication, any of them for petty improvements upon
and then the agreement was given b llie an invention which lias yielded such imnewspapers by Bowen. It was then that mense profits and which is of such uniBeecher published a card in whirl bo versal necessity as the sewing machine.
stamped the stories “in (general aid in The patent of the principle of the sewing
particular as utterly false.” hast winter machine expired many years ago, having
there.was an attempt to bring 'rilt.cn to yielded to its inventor several million doltrial before the church for having titered lars profit. The existing patents belong to
slander of it; pastor. This attempt md a a lew nianniaet urers and are for “improvereview ol the matter in the Independent, ments” comparatively petty in themselves
by Hr. Bacon, who blamed Tilton, pro- and upon which the patentees have hail
voked Tilton into the publication oi last from fourteen to twentyyears’ profits. The
week—and the ember' >f the old set tidal royalties upon the salesol b-w.'l aloneeiptal
blaze up once more
probably.Si',000,into. They retuseto allow
Slander. like death, loves a slrntng any manufacturer 1o use t he patents unless
mail;.
Whatever measure of guilt rnlly there is a contract to maintain the retail
belongs tii Mr. Beecher. the great pthlic price of the machines at their present
will roll the story as a sweet morsel under pm onions figures.
I hr machines sold in l-.ngland are made
ii
tongue, ami many will gloat over lhe
pangs which a great tniinl must feel, at in this country, exported, and arc sold at
the publicity of this scandal. Mr. Beecher
large profits at the prices we have stated.
is an original thinker, a man of cloiptotce It has been shown that manufacturers can
and power, with a reputation at home mil produce the sewing machine itself and sell
abroad which is the pride ol the coun ty. it at a good profit for Sli’.oO. To this must
The sorrow at the blight which will fall lie added the price of the table or ease,
upon him if these charges in all th?ir will; h. being made by machinery and by
grossness shall be sustained, should be eastings, costs comparatively little. Adduniversal. The opinion is freely express'd ing an average ol three dollars for royalthat lie must speak, or lie content to sit ty on patents, a machine with table, such
down for all time under the imputationot as is sold in this country for seventy dolguilt. We really hope that .Mr. Boeder lars. costs less than eighteen dollars. The
may find safe deliverance for his imperil- other fifty-two dollars are divided among
led reputation. Ills friends ate many, and the agents, the manufacturers and the
those wlto dislike him because he is eni- lobhv in Washington and around the
neuf are not a few.
It is as true now is patent otliee.
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ANNUS (IF BELFAST FOB HALF A CKNTl ItV.
occupied 1 iy Sidney' Kalish stand on
MR. HALE DECLINES!
its site.
According
is V an n |,|) s i;i't i. i: i:
The cellar wails of the Hazcltine ami
iouml an abstract of the recent publica- sales of sewing machines iu the United
A »Ie»i>alc!i received in this city late on
Uishop houses, the Eagle Hotel, l’hoctiK
tion by Theodore Tilton concerning Ilcv. States in ISfti, matte by t lie various comuiiaptei: .win, QSi' 1.)
Row and the Distillery were all laid under Wednesday, from lion. I'.ugene Hale, anThis was a year of unusual business ac- the superintendence ot our venerable fel- nounces that he will not aceept the planllenry Ward Beecher's relations to Tilton's panies operating under different patents,
family. It is only a repetition of that in the grand total is 000,000 machines. These tivity; unparalleled in the history of the low citizen, Major Chase, who understood of I hint master (leneral.
town. A
number of’ buildings was then how to use the crow-bar and stoneMrs. Woodhtill's jiaper, a couple of years machines sell at
prices ranging from SCO erected; large them the house
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Vll hail to the Democracy of Maine! ltirit/n
may well he the legend on their State's escutchthe path of duty and vlcton
1
of every State. Hard Money
Tree Trade, Home Rule—these are their w ateliwords and their saerod pledges to a burdened
people—open, bold, plain. Not a word that
trims*.not a syllable that palters. Statesman's
work was done yesterday at Portland by Mr.
| Samuel D. Leavitt. Dr. (faivelon, Eben E.
Pillsburv and their fellow member-, of the
Maine < '(invention. Their standard bearer,
Joseph Titoomb, is wisely chosen. Their cause
is just. They have laid hold of the living issues
of a gloriou and near future
hod grant them
eon, for they point
to the Democracy

peedv victory!
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i'ho thunder storm of Monday ni-rtit w.* * e*1
eyere along t hr penobseot river.
At Kaat
Kddiughm a voting man named Cdward V.
f.eighton wa killed while in a barn. Three
horses wetv killed by the aloe bolt, In and
about Bangor much damage tv.v done by water
and iivhtning.
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I luring I lie lime (lie di '.lillery \\ a
operation it was in charge of Alt Freeman
('. Kaymond a
snperintendant and fore
man.
He came to this place 1 bout H"..
here a a
in l.SiM he eommeneed bnsine
watch-maker and jeweller, and in Info lie
removed to Boston where lie till reside;
tl, lengaged in the ante occupation
kindly remembered here by all win I new
him.
Till* Bean :uli| Delhi lii'i.l, Itlitil; oil
Alain street, eonsi ting o| tw•. li.iv ami
a
dwelling house, was built by Ain

Lewi Bean, father of our fellow citizen ••
Me -s. Joseph and l.evvr Bean, and An
drew Derby ; Mr Hean died in thi t place
Aug. I. i.s;;i, aged ■; Air. Derby, who
came here early in thi century, having
become very infirm hi health removed to
Alfred where lie died many years since.
Mr. Bean was- the first occupant of the
dwelling house, Washburn and Kastman
lit** Bangor t ommeroi ai perordn I In
of the southerly and Joshua Pickard of I lie
suicide oiMeremiah F. l)nw of that oiiv, a
northerly store. Air. Pickard died here
dry good; clerk, who was tound in his about iS.'iii. Ales-.. \\ ashhurn and Ka t
at t in with hi- throat, out Hr* yvas lindnnht j man are still living ; the former in «'Inna
in this State, the latter in some one ol the
oillv insane.
Western States. The entire block was
1 ho nephew ol his unolo the C/ur, consumed in the lire of IKC.i.
tin the site
who stole his mother's diamonds, has been of the southerly store now standi; the store
by < mnant & Co. ; the land eo\
banished to the Caneases lor life • There oeonpied
ered by the. residue of the Idoclc is vacant.
are no aetresses in tint region.
A wooden building, situated just southerly
A Ilejjuhliean” in to-day’s paper com- from the brick block, containing Iavo
stores, built by Mess. Bean and Derby in
ments on the candidacy for Congress of 1810 was
consumed in the same lire; the
S. 1- Milliken, and thinks Belfast has not stores now
occupied by J i C. Hilton and
Carle & Morrison and a portion oj the
much reason to admire hint.
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"bad stutV but good
rum.'' ll bail a high reputation, and from
the method of manufacture and the superior quality of the water n tod was regarded as worth more per gallon than any
other rum then manufactured in New
Kngland. It was supplied with waterfront
three reservoirs on the hill-side ju-t above
it.
Parties making an excavation last,
fall near the road which runs westerly of
its site came across a reservoir about fifteen
icct square, substantially built, the origin
of which was unknown to the ownerof the
premises and was the occasion ol no little
wonderment to those whose attention was
called to it; it was one of the re-ervoirs
which supplied the old distillery.
The nomination of lion. Joseph Titcomb i> so
Connected with the distillery was a large
eminently tit that it carries its own commenda- store-house of
capacity sullieient to hold
tion. The campaign of last year demonstrated
Mr. Titeomb’s popularity and his earnestness five hundred hogsheads; il was used lbr
in the cause of Democracy. His titness for the storing molasses.
1 here was a solid, subposition is now even more clearly apparent, and stantially built wharf, as is apparent from niously,
pronounced
the State can find none more worthy of occupywhat remains of it, connected with the success. Premiums were awarded to tiemg the Executive chair.
of $80.25; the largest being
The platform is a model of terseness and establishment; the be t "tomeod" fishing amount
force. Each paragraph has a strong and true of the day waste be found at the end of it. silo,00, the smallest seventy-live rent.This year Belliut achieved it- lir-t
ring. Each sentence riddles some sham of the
"A jolly place it was in limes of old I
Republican policy. It goes directly to the root Hut something ail- it non : tIn.1 i
mi-.r.l." eide; so far at least as appear- of re.-ord,
of
its
denunciation
irredeemof the matter in
Nathaniel Holden, alias "Old Holden a
able currency; its characterization of tin* recent
fhe manufacture ol rum in me distillery he was
generally called, although mth
attempt, on the part of Republican C ongress- eommeneed In February, isIn the
about thirty-three year- old, relieved himmen to muzzle the press is sharp and eminently
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original self from the burthen of the life that now
just; and its demands for local self-government, spring
tor Civil Service reform and for honesty in the
proprietors to Col. Daniel I,ano and was is and the community trom a useless memin
ot
the
lime,
(ioverniuent establish the vital issue between continued,
operation most,
ber, by hanging himself. “My Hod ! w hat
the Democracy and its opponents. This is a until about 1m:’,s During a portion of this
a
spetacle!" was the exclamation ot the
declaration of principles that expresses suc- time an
apartment was fitted up in it for bereaved widow, who was not '-like N iobe,
cinctly the views of Democrats throughout the
but the number of
land, and about it the .National party might bathing purposes;
till tears,’" when she saw him out down.
rally. With such a platform and such a eandi- those who believed, practically, that clean- The scene ol the performance wa a house,
I date there should be no margin for other choice, liness was next akin to
godliness, did not afterward burned, which -tood on P-ridg.j Both are worthy of the honest, earnest men of afford patronage sullieient to warraul its street on the site of the house now n-.-u
Maine and of the sturdy Democracy ot that continuance as an institution. In IStts the
|
pied by Mr Isaac Prince.
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Oen. Meade. Fatterson,— Hero, llain
Ho,*-'ion, Orion, <> born, Ellsworth; I».
K. Arey. Huberts, itoekpon; Until >
Ifodoloii. ^lelvin. New York; Helen M.
Condon. McCarty, I’m ismonlli,
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in live years, doctor- agree that an
intalhble reined.\ has been found.
Suffererwill appreciate AN VKKSIS after 1 rying everyels»in
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experiencing the
Miss of inslant relief and ultimate cure. Price
#1.00. Sold b\ Will. O. Poor A Sou. |h*lfa-t.
and b\ Druggists everywhere.
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Tie- Richmond L’nquirer has advised that
Venus will transit in He-h-eolorcdlights,
MN"
C’okpohm.
The iniUieiieo of the
stomach on the brain should ho careful!) heeded.
Let llo1 stomach be in a slight degree disturbed, and the entire nervous system becomes
a sufferer.
Bring the stomach to a healthy
tone, and the nervous machinery promptly resumes its perfect running order.' Happily, there
is no necessity for any long disarrangement of
the functions of the stomach, since in Avo’s
Bills we have -o perfect a combination, admirably adapted for relief. They have stood the
test for years, and have exhibited stomachic
properties most wonderful. Their wise use, by
keeping the system in perfect order, promotes
longevity, and what i> far better, ensures the
full enjoyment of the time -pent here. We use
them and know their vulm-. [Florence (Kails.)
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of th«* be*t Femah
ians and Nurse* in iIn* I'nited State*, and hu* been
used for thirty years with never failing safety and
success by million* of mother* and children, from
tin* feeble infant of one week old to tin- adult. It
correct? acidity of tin- stomach, relieve* wind colic,
regulates the bowels, and gives rest, health and com
fort to mother and child. Wo believe it to he tin*
l>e*t and Surest Heinedv in tin- World, in all cases of
DYSKNTKRY and DIAIIHHG-IA IN CH11.DRF.N,
whether it arises from Teething or from am other
cause,
l ull directions for using will accompany each
None Genuine unle-* tin lac-simile of
bottle.
< UMTS & PKRIyINS i- on tin* out-idwrapper
Sold hv all Medicine dealers.
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lftOO certi'licatcs of remarkable cures, including
frozen limbs, chronic rheumatism, gout, running tumors. A*-., have been received. \\'(> will

PRICE CURRENT.
Weekly for the. Journal.
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wounded are healed without a sear.
The recipe is published around each hot Me. They -ell
as no articles ever before sold, and they sell I,.cause they do just whai they pretend to d<>.
Those who now sutler from rheumatism, pain
or swelling deserve to suffer if they will not u-c
Centaur Liniment, white wrapper. More than
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throw away their crutches, the lame walk,
poisonous bites are rendered harmless and the
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tor Oil.
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Relfast. Such as Figures, Lawns, Striped and
I 'lain .Nainsook at 'prices that cannot be met !•»
nnp'lilioH. Malta Laces, Gimps and Sack
ornaments. A splendid assortment oi
frinuning Goods on hand. We have
math- this department a specialt\
and anything in the Trim
mine; line can be found
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hor>e ha> a good constitution, and has
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Shawls

1- t 1m- most agreeable, effective, and safe medicine
lor every disease of the -tomach and bowels ever
compounded by any person or process. Full and ox
plioit directions are given in a '-’1 page hook aceom
panving each botth He sure you obtain tin* genuine,
iiaving 1 In fac-siniilo signature of F. 11. Sanlbrd up
»m the wrapper of each bottle.
For 'ale by all Druggists ami Dealers in Medicine
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|.« clnrk I ho diarrhoea. allay‘pain, ami quiet the
oliihl during tlio period of teething, thi- i- the be<i
and safest reined\ that can ho used.

As hair on otter's skin;
"Tis just one year since v\e were one.
Ami now those locks are thin."
The presumption is that she "stood by
him" considerably during that period, and
was't particularly idle.
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thick and thin."
lighten him, unless the following, probably translated from one of the Scandinavian poets, will explain it :
"When lirst we loved, up lock' were thirl.
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Black

This most dangerous and fatal ailment of childhood i promptly cured in the great majority of case*.,
when this remedy is administered according to direr
W hen the lir-t symptoms appear, its innm
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diale use invariably prevents a erious attach.
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Whether produced by indigestion, improper fond,
change of water or diet, too tree indulgence in ice
water, sudden changes of temperature, are imuiediatelv relieved hv it.
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the >eveivsi type has been promptly• cured.
ie
directions for the n«i‘ ol this [(reparation in this diease are those of l>r. l.dwards. of'tin* Calcutta and
I'.otnh iv hospitals, and invariahlv result iiwi cure

tin' Directors, lliram <). Alden was elected
President, and Wm. P. Merrill Secretary
and Treasurer of the Board for the ensiling
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j to-ilav, the following named gentlemen
elected Director' for
were unanimously
the ensuing year, viz.: lliram O. Alden,
Wm. 11, Simpson, Belfast; Albert W. Paine,
.Jacob A. Smith, Wm. Gallonpe, Albert
lloulton, Bangor; Bion Bradbury, Wm.
P. Merrill, Portland; Edwin P. Littlefield,
Wiuterport. At a subsequent meeting id1
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.Joe Carlton, Cooper. Camden; ,lann
v.
Oarcelon. Eernald, Ho-MoU; Emily
lieadle. Dhiladelphia.
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and
Savannah;
Oeorgia. Staples,
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Ferguson. Ferguson, Philadelphia,
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Boston, June _C)th.
Joseph S. Sprague, aged about 30 years
clerk tor Mathew, Belles & Co., bankers'
on State street, shot himself and daughter
aged ti years, Sunday, in a wood lot near
iifs residence, in Malden. Mr. Sprague
buried his wife about two months ago, Accompanied with excessive vomiting, terrible
and pains, great muscular contract ion. cold
since which lie lias suffered from ill health cramps
nos <d the extremities, and suspended circulation
and great depression of spirits. lie left a never fail to he instamlv relieved hv the use ot S \.\
’< >
note stating his intention, and where tin- ! it I vs \ m Ah'.v <»i In i; i. i;.
bodies would be found. The event causes
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of
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deceased was highly esteemed, and his hv it,nnny
alter e\» ry impossible remedy had been tried
a
in
vain.
Not
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and
only does it surely cure this disease, hut
remarkably bright
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ii prevents its fastening it-elfupon the system, in
promising child.
climates where change of food and water ins in
variable produced it.
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in Brooks last week. The boat
apsi/a d and let them into the pellucid waters.
The boat and ti-hing rods pensively drifted
down tin tide. The doctor clung to the trunk
of a free, and the clothing man clung to the
doctor.
With a great deal of labor they got
out. and came home wet, ven wet.
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SHIP NEWS.

Vi'l I'NK.MiAV, .III lie "I
At market lor the current week—Cattle 12So; Shot p
and Lambs 2000; Swine 12,700; number of Western
Cattle 1100. Northern Cattle and Working Oxen and
Milch Cows, 130. Eastern Cattle,
Prices of lieef Cattle, per UK) lbs. live weight, l x
tra quality $7 50a7 70 ; first quality §7 00u7 37 l-'J;
second quality $6 20a0 70 ; third quality $0 20a0 00‘.
$4 OOaO on.
poorest grade'of coarseOxcn, nulls,
Brighton Hide-—7 l-2a>e per lb. ltrighton Tallow
o 1-,‘c per lb.
Country Hides—7u7 l-2c per lb. Country Tallow
4 l-2c per lb.
Calfskins—10al7c per lb. Wool sheepskins $2..»o
a3 00. Lamb Skins Oog. sheared Sheep Skim 30e.
Working Oxen—We quote sales of 1 pr, gth 7it
$200; 1 pr, (> ft. lo in, $1*0; 1 pr, 0 fr, lo in. $!0G; 1
pr, Gtft Gin, $100; 1 pr, 0 tt, 0 in. $170.
Milch Cows and Stores- Wo quote extra at
ordinary $20a00 per liead.
Sheep and Lambs—Those from the West wcie all
owned by butchers. Western Slieep c«»st landed at
1 2a7 1-2c per lb.
Brighton
Spring lambs llal.-

T!u* Miv-: ;.|v
I
] CixcEiSATi, June 21). A despatch dated
in.-: ;i
Brig K. S. llasscl, ol’ Belfast, is having a new Tuscumbia, Ala., to-day, contains the foliiTMWl.
deck and waist put on at Sibley’.- wharf.
lowing :—A year ago Geo. F. Long was
!•» I'M Mi ;m
i. i> 1 iii;,
i- 1.W.iw Man
The launching ways are being placed under forbidden by J. ll. Sloss, a member of
oppoaranoo at tlit- mark-t-.
Fred Bean’s new \es>e], and she will Congress from this district, to have any
j apt.
communication with liis daughter. Fong
moiidu-r ut
nfill-' (do. No.
\|l,iii \
launch soon.
was indignant and recklessly denounced
i*
orifliod at ili<* tin* la-t
.; ihr.
Baniel Haraden has commenced tin building Sloss and assailed the
daughter’s character,
\N Ol iv.
! «>n his wharf of a store house .‘10 by inn feet.
asserting that, he had been on terms ot too
'I rinu Uoiif and i»(*a>
(iii 11:
Now | i•’aiin•
| and two stories in height.
great intimacy with iter. Sloss returned
Tiio\ I'nllll' from tile
hi
from Washington on Friday evening, and
live Congressional candidates were in our
'•HUll.
learned the facts from his daughter. On
ii\ on Monday. and i( was only a moderately
'!'•'!« 1111;
wil!
li« *n •:» ft or. at tin*
Ihi!
Sunday evening lie stood at an up-stairs
good da> f«»r them, either.
window and fired at Long, who was on
I*\ Ilf JKIvtor. lh*\ M »• j
North < 11! M h
Charles Knowles, of Troy, visiting friends at the
opposite side of the street. Long reMedford, Mass., was drowned in the Mystic ceived four buckshot in the skull, another
Mm: -;
Hio t!»»**■•
...
I’ifkfonlN, ti-mpoi
He was 2o years old.
er. while bathing.
through the neck and two m the body.
i.trlv iniilt a -; winter. lit.
htvn emptied of
lie
W. II. Marden, a workman in Mathews Bros, The attending surgeons declare that
! heir .-oni. nt- a ad taken down.
cannot survive. Sloss confessed the shootfactory had a hand injured Saturday,by apiece
is now in custody
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'<a--ini>-i: .-t
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with a circular ing and
of lumber that had got
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WE WARRANT EVERY t.
\o heller medicine for Ile.ii.lae),.
I
llheiimut i-mi, Neuralgia, Pniim m iIt.- vI
i.i:*
t
Stoma- Ii, tliun the t outline Halm
Y.»
“Is there no Holm in (ii/vtul
<»,
Prove all tliinr/.•>*; ho!,! in. t timt n-hivh
Prominent union" it: m»»n> rar.-s a'..scalds, rn/:.<ft ct tn, w/.m/a
/./Afits\ ou*t on in:u*i i
j
Be sure to Imv the (»enuim\ with i!
J. Stf.vf.ns blown in the shoulder I
cents per bottle -tfi®
4^" Price
\pplv to S f 1 V I'NS & » o Hub. I \|
w'olvt hr Drugfl-t and Ap-Thmi k
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The boat is in the ba\.
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Among tlie shadows gray :
Hie hveere is fresh and rising still.
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ni itiie sailor's heart its beating fa-,
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Irascibility would seem indigenous the lie Frolic family. Muring
the interval that the sitting was suspended,
the Marshal -ought out Linguet in the
Pleaders Hall, and shaking his cane in his

again.

iace, cried

i ready wit;
“My lord,
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never to tear
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ached, and altogether lifi ic t
Alter hail' an hour the edge
ot the rover was lilted and the
poundmaster peeped in.
"There's some alive
he -aid. and clapped it down,
\et,
fitteen minutes later it was
again opened
and all the dogs in sight seemsd lifeless.
They lay helter-skelter upon each other,
the larger ones on top, and their mouth
were open with their la -I
unavailing effort;
to breath
Then a wagon from the offal
dock was backed into tin- pound and a trap
at the bottom of the tank wa
opened and
through it the limp bodie were pulled
When the puppies were got at thev were
icuind lying under lae mother, who had
evidently stood protectingh over them
until she had strangled, ami one ot them
was still alive.
Several of the animals
revived on their way to the
rendering
tanks, but a blow on their head with an
iron bar ipitekly despatched them

Lafayette's headquarters.
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lie, and with

success,

in

dyspepsia,

sick hearts,

!

,!

debility, liver complaint, hiiiou- remit,', V
bowel complaints (especially
constipation rheums'
itsm, gout, grave], nausea, the complaints neeuliar I
to the maternal sex. and all
types of inflammation I
J or sale by all druggists
nervous
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HIIIDIiETOX §PIIIX(i WATER.
History, reputation and certificates of cun s sent

in eon

application.

Address

nillOLETOn'K

DPniXGN CO..

Mialilletnwn,

nuilanil t
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Savings

GIFTS.

GENERAL RENOVATION

Bank.

HAVK

lot i, tit»(.»

1’iO.oOO

f.00,000

11CKETS.

s.

Constantly

A

York

General

HAIR
|

GOODS

At tin* wit LOWES T PRICES that can Do

hail in NEW YORK

or

I50STOX.

COMBING S
Received and marie into SWITCH KS at

<>t

this establishment

announces

to

public that since the tire he

to Fill all Orders

Prepared
with

promptness and to

turn out

FIR>f

I.A>S

(

WORK.
Mr. Abbctt, Mr, Chase, and all the well known
supervisors m«l workmen of the establishment, will
be found at the new place, ready to wait upon ms.

$2.75 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00 8.00 9.00
iO.OO, and the very best at 15.00. Also

of

Manager

superior tools of every description, i.athes. Planers,

Switches for the Back Hair

description

Foundry &' Machinists

its customers and the

Front Braids from 50c to $2 00.

i'vi r\

Coffins any Price.

Patent Medicine
PURE DRUGS
and CHEMICALS,
F ANCY GOODS,
CHOICE CIGARS,

SPONGES, &C.,

1 i.

II. MOODY’S

Cur. Main and High Streets,
Who has also a large assortment ot

TRUSSES and SUPPORTERS
which he offers very cheap for
cash.
Please call and examine before
parching elsewhere.
All

ot

HPPhj'sicians’ prescriptions carefully
compounded.

<‘lvMItAI, It. It.
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A NI >
Al'll II Moinlu>. Vo !.. IraiUBW.
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t n 1 '• *rt Utiiti. Aui’u-’iu'
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For Dam ill<- .111 u-t.• »n l.<
i-mn uii<t >k ov hrjnr.
S A
U.
P* xt* r. P.augor ami vt. .John-.
:o P M
Train1 an-dm-at P.«-lia-t 1'
.and? So IV M
I.1M OlA, 'apt
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THE GREAT REMEDY FOR

so, which we are si lling at store
at bouses in lots to suit eustorners
-tf
rat* -.

or

ARRANGEMENTS

WllMTfl

Stock

CONSUMPTION
which

be

can

cured

by

■■

-.

a

timely
I Knox and Linroln Railroad.
ard preparation, as has been
BATH.
proved by the hundreds of I RC )( 'K 1 ,\ N i ) 1
resort to this stand-

>

1 be lat' -t in to\\

n.

and last for the

Manager’s oflice in Phenix Row,

I

over

(do. F.

White’s store.
We

are

prepared

do

and wood turn-

jig sawing
ing, in any amount and style. Having just put on
some new and expensive tools lor the purpose, we
can now execute iron planing to yd inches, and turn
shafting up to Id feet lengths.
Orders left at the oflice over (Jeo. F. White’s,
Pheniv Row, will meet with prompt attention.
W. W. ( ASTI.F, President & Manager.
ISAAC C ARBOI r, Sec’y & Superintendent.
Belfast, Sept. M2,
til-.'
to

DENTISTRY!

i:i.< i.i\ i.
iti;
>ri amf.k
Air iff
BK 11 M i S at urda. !‘.tbin-t, anot In
VA'
invoice of -i asonable

DR. Q. P. LOMBARD,
Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.
May Btill be found ut the old stand of
Moore, corner of < huroh and

Dr.

Spring

Streets. Has all the latest
[ improved instruments lor opera* mg upon teeth, in

} chiding

DENTAL ENGINE!

by which the process is rendered n ueh less painful
and tedious than by the old method*. Teeth inserted in Rubber or ('elluloid Rase, as oersons prefer.
He has the country right for the use f
Dr. Folsom’s Improved Dental Plates.
Particular attention given to making and inserting

artificial teeth.

i

t!4d

CASKETS

«

H

*'V« r\

Style und Size

on

Imnd :md

T r i m m r: 1

SHORT

<

CHARLES R. THOMBS
Has removed
the

to

new

Li- SAIL Loll

building

on

:

and JINK SHOP

Swan'- Wharf.

C

.

Prices

>

NOTICE

i’SIOUPSOX
Reasonable.

Notice of Foreclosure.
HLRLAS, Fraud* M. Harrimnn, of Stockton,
in tin: County of Waldo and State of Maine,
by bis Deed of Mortgage, Dated August 24th, A. D.,
1 S<*4, and Recorded in tin- Waldo County Registry of
Deeds, Vol. 12b, Page Is*.*, conveyed to one Dearborn
iiarriman, certain Real L.-tate situate in Stockton
aforesaid, and described aslfollows, to wit —Consisting of two parcels. The lirst parcel being bounded

follows, viz : Reginning at a stake in the westerly
line of the County road leading to Prospect Ferry,
in the south line of Joshua Lustis’ House Lot, (N'<>.
70.) 1 hence running westwardly by said Lust is Lot
I hence southeleven rods and 12 links to a stake.
wardly eleven rods and 0 links to a stake. Thence
south 7o degrees east eight rods to the < ’ounty road
aforesaid. Thence eleven rods to the Round began
at containing about one hundred and eight square
The second parcel being the southwardly hall
rods.
part of the following described premises containing
in all twenty-eight acres and sixty-seven square rods,
being the.saine premises described in the deed of one
Joseph Lllis and oneJosiah Partridge, running to
one Richard Crocker recorded in the aforesaid Regisand being bounded
try of Deeds, Vol. 21, Page
as follows, viz. Reginning at a stake (formerly
spruce tree) in the northwest corner of land formerly conveyed by said Richard Crocker to one <;. \V.
Crocker. Thence running by land formerly of the
aforesaid Joseph Lllis to land formerly*of one
Lphraim Grant. Thence by said Grant’s land south
7o degrees east to land of Joshua Lustis. Thence
southwardly by said Lustis’ land to the north line of
said G. W. Crocker’s land. Thence north 70 degrees
west to the bound first mentioned. And Whereas
the above described Deed of Mortgage and the note
described in the same were duly assigned to me, the
subscriber, on the 11th day of April, A. D., 1874,
which said assignment is recorded in the albrsaid
Registry of Deeds, Vol. 1(57, Page 28, whereby I
claim under said
mortgagee and whereas the
conditions of said mortgage have been broken by the
Non Payment of the note described in the same, I
hereby give notice that I claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage agreeably to the provisions of the statute
in such case made and’provided.
Dated at Prospect this 17th day of June, A. D. 1874.
SARAH P. IIARRIMAN
as
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proprietors. It is acknowl-

large

storing sails,

and invite-
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of;
Al.LFN,
Nelson Allen, late of Montville, in said County
C Waldo,
i>OOMS
1 to
of Ad
having presented his first
Executor of the

estate

account

II r

to

ministration on said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Kxecutor give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order t-»
be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and
for said County, on the second IXiesday of July
next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause if any they have, why the same should not be
allowed.
ASA TIlURLOUCjlf, Judge.
A true copy, AttestB. P. Field, Register.

€. P. KIMBALL.
Maine.

i am now I'liK.rAiti'.n rimi i i'.i: tuk

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
tin* County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot
June A. !>., 1874.

LARGEST

o\ANN A FIT/J IF.RALI), Guardian of Wil
liam Keating, a non compos mentis, late of
Searsmont, in said County of Waldo, deceased, hav
ing presented her first and tinal account of iuardi:. u
ship for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Roxanna give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in the Repub
licun Journal printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the second Tuesday of July
next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any they have, why tin* same should not be
allowed.
ASA Till KL< >1 (ill, Judge.
A true copy
Attest B P. FIELD, Register.

R

AND

EVER EXHIBITED IN MAINE,

With

LOW

determination

a

to more

RATES.
than

evei

merit

generally accorded me for building
the STANDARD CARR I At IK, I have added new
and improved facilities to m\ factory ami shall con
tinne to improve the quality of my carriages in e\ ery
possible way. Long exp. rience of myself and work
men enables us to build carriages unsurpassed in the
L\ S, for RT.Al TV and DI RAIULT I'Y. at low
the

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
June, A. J). 1874.

reputation

having presented
autlienticat
tain instrument purporting to be
JOSEPH
of David Sears,
ed
the last will and

prices.

hire ot Boston, in the County of Suffolk, Commonwealth of Massachusetts, deceased, together with
the Probate thereof for the purpose ot proving the
appointment of Frederick R. Sears and Charles W
Cutting ancillary Administrators with tin* will an
nexed, on said estate.
Ordered, That the said Williamson give notice
to all
persons interested by causing a copy ol
this order to be published live weeks successively
in the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, w ithin and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of August next, ut ten of the dock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why tin*
prayer of said petitions should not be
ASA THLRLOLHjH, Judge.
*5w50
B. P. Field. Register.
A true copy, Attest

tinue

a cer-

in addition

testament

1

to

so

to

my very

make the

ialty.
purchase

large

ri.uk I shall

Kimball Phaeton

Call ami examine

a

whether you

a Probate ( ourt he ld at P.elfast, within atnl for
the County of Waldo, on tin- second Tuesduv id
June, A. 1>., 1574.
E. A. < BIDDEN. of Cnity, in said County
of Waldo, having presented u petition for a
change of name to that of Emma 1 A. Weymouth.
Ordered, 'l'hat the said l'.mimi give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
he published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast, within
and for said ( ounty, on the second Tuesday of
July next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cau-e, if any they have, why the prayer of
said petition should not he granted.
ASA Tin PJ.OUCH, Judge.
B. P. I n n, Register.
A true copy, Attest
At

—

ritllli subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
1 concerned, that he has Been duh appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of’Administrator,
of the estate of
JAMES D. BOWLER, late of Palermo,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; he therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon, to exhibit tin* same for settlement to him.
JOIIX OREELY.
To tin* Honorable
of Waldo.

Judge of

Probate forth**

County

HARRIMAX,
Harriman,
ALBKKT
County, deceased, respectfully

Administrator of the estat«* of Dearborn
late of Prospect,
said
in
represents
that the goods, chatties and credits of said deceased
are not sufficient to answer his just debts and charges
of Administration, by the sum of thirteen hundred
and fifty dollars.
Wherefore your petitioner pray your honor to
grant him a license to sell] and' convey so much
real estate of said deceased, (including the reversion
of tin* widow’s dower thereon,) as will satisfy his
debts and incidental charges, and charges of Administration at public or private sale.
ALBERT HARRIMAN.
At a Court of Probate held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of June, A. L>. lt>74.
Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested by
causing a copy of said petition, with this order thereon, to be published three weeks successively iu the
Republican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
the Prebate Office in Belfast aforesaid, on the second
Tuesday of July next, at ten o’clock in the forethe
noon, and shew cause, if any they have,
same should not be granted.
ASA TUURLOUGH, Judge.
B. P. FlKLI), Register.
A true copy. Attest

why

—
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F. W. KINSMAN, Proprietor
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It will not make now lungs, but will prevent the
disease from spreading throughout t to whole sub
stance of tin*
therefore facilitating recovery
It is prepared lrom \ egetahle l'.xtracts and Harks
of wonderful liealingproperties, and this Balsam is
highly recommended by physicians, clergymen, and
others, testimonials from whom 1 can furnish without number.
Don’t fail to try it. It is pleasant to take-. See
that the name of F. U. Kinsvias i blown in the
bottle.
Sample Bottles and Circulars free ..ftp
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WILIJAMS, widow ul James B.
Williams, late of Islesboro, in .-aid ounty of
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition for an
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I At a Probate Court hold ut Belfast, within and f »r
the County of Waldo, on the ‘•econd I lie-day ot
Juno, A. 1>. 1574.

k;

■

C. A. COOMBS. Supt.

SETH W. FOWLE & SONS, Eoston. Mass.,
And sold by Druggists and Dealers generally.

granted.*

allowance from the personal estate of said decea-ed.
Ordered, That the said Prudence give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this order
to be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of July next, at ten of tin* clock before noon, and
shew cause, if any they have, why tin prayer of
said petition should not be granted.
ASA Till KLOrCH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. En:i.n, Register.
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Mrs. RICHARDS and
Miss SOUYNWORTH

Now and Rich Patterns, with
Fine Geneva and American
Movements Just Received at
C. HERVEY’S Phoenix Row.
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; 1 ■; Tickets for.
1,000 00
for Tickets or information,
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Tin* subscriber informs bis old friends and
the public that lie has resumed the manage,
nn nt of tin- American House, and that he
will proceed at once to renovate it from top
to bottom and refurnish it with entirely
new furniture, and in all respects make ii one of the
best hotels in the State.
Having had long experience in the hotel business,
he Hatters himself that travellers and guests who
patronize the A merican House w ill timl a good table,
good room- and attentive waiter*.
11 X. I. A X < ASTKR.
yjtf
Belfast, Nov. id, 1*::;.
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my stable this Reason
1 believe him to be the most valuable 'took heroin this section ol' the .'date for beauty, business, and
travel, combined.
Four ol bis colt-1, .-peaking for tlmm-el, es, cun 1-examined in my pa-tlire an- day.
in y are band
fo Warrant ;-lo.
omie, powerful and fleet,
nr.41
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KKMo\ F.D t< their new Banking Bonin
in Custom House Square, are prepared to re
eeive deposits, placing the same on interest on the
fu st days of dune, duly, August and:September, and
December. datuiury, February and .March. Interest
being computed mi same, the first Mondays of dune
and December.
Deposits receive 1 daily except on Sundays and
la gal Holidays, Irom to 1 .* A. M., and
to t p Al
Saturdays Bank closes at l'.*, noon.
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A
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experience confirm tin- claims pnt
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lathom.s. i his river rests upon the
remarkable.stratum of sixty to
sixty-five dethe
of
thickness
winch
gress,
distinguishes
the Western from the Eastern Atlantic between Bermuda and Azores, while at less
than double the depth of that layer we
come into what is-clearlv
polar water.
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Bank.
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Flic Simmer Casket.

separated into divergent
streams,
forming a sort oi delta, its depth fas tie
termined by the use of the current
draod
'icing nowhere more than one hundred
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LOWELL.

prepared as to

Bitters.

WATCHES]
Holiday Goods, Clocks, &c.; WATCHES !
has started again with
Recently burned
LAIN IF ASSOBT.MKNT OF (il)U) and Silver
i FIFTH & LAST GIFT CONCERT and
complete stock, in Western Corner Store, upper A Light and I.xtra heavy
American and
i.le
Main
Stockton, Me.
Stem and
If

COFFINS!

stream or Florida current is
t'."e
lirmteop"!1
river ot
superheated water, ol
which the breadth is about
sixty miles
near bandy Hook, while
near Halifax it

.1.

MAI.n and C’l?< iSS Streetlieii..*t, .Maine,
beg leave to inform their friends and the public
generally, that they are now prepared to wait upon
them at short note
All order; 1 y mail promptly

FORTUNE!

CASKETS

!t appeals from the
soundings made by
hr
Challenger expedition, fronrboth the
New f ork -and the Halifax

mi.t W Indeed.
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Tobacco, Wrapping Paper, Tsviae,
Sugar and Molasses Corn
Cakes, Corn Candy,
Cocaanuts, &c., &e.

LAST CHANCE
\X EASY

to

Plain and Fancy Confectionery,
Foreign Fruits, Nuts, Cigars,

|

York city recently. a gentleman approached a handsomely-dressed ladv who occu- 77 cents per ounce.
B. F. WELLS, 17 Main St.
pied halt’of a scat with numerous bundles
thi
and asked.
"Is that
seat
ure ily
occupied,
-Madam?' "Yes, it is," was the
.uouth
I'.u
a
moment fie exclaimed,
snapping
J■ an. come here; 1 know you.’ The reply. The man walked on. In half an
hour
the
door
and
in
walked
a tall
wait. ;
opened
veil, and Lafayette took one of
a:
ttatvH in both of his and greeted him rough fellow coarse as a Polar bear, with
; v
k;
aii'l inquired alter liis welfare huge beard uncombed and stained with
tobacco juice, and clothes badly liltingand
v 111
nm -ii tenderness that tears started
of the stable.
is. in th.. poor man's
It
was
smelling
Svping the lad.’s
an
|
act
eyes.
A X I)
with great deliberation he seized
u the pan of
Lafayette that stamped him I seat,
band-box
bundle,
and
them
into
witu
as
as
bag
put
the
im
uooility
peri sha- |
grand
le fa ■<- tiJ he won in the war of the I the lady’s lap and sat down in the vacant
j spot, ller defiant looks produced no imrevolution."
He whistled; he stroked his
| pression.
beard ; he threw round his
huge arms,
AT THE OLD STORE,
A correspondent of the New York Her- j and chuckled
inwardly at her evident
ald describes an interview with Prof j .Site left the cars at Xew
Haven, when the
A.-xander, the well-known astronomer of! gentleman who was refused the seat
reapPrinceton College, in which that learned I peared. To some
gentlemen who seemed
gentleman gives some, interesting infor- to take a great interest in the proceedings
mation respecting the new comet which is he said: "Did
you see how that woman
coming eastward now at a rapid rate, and treated me?” “Yes.” ••Well, that man
which by the middle ot next month will is a horse doctor that sat down
beside her.
be a brilliant object in the northern He
belongs to Bull’s Head. 1 gave him
heavens. The comet was first discovered a dollar to ride with that
PATENT M 1.1 A l A AC BURIAL CASKS
woman as far
J^JSK'S
1 Water Proof, a complete protection to tin- hotly
at the Observatory of
Marseilles, France, as she went.’’ \Ve do not know which loss No
man has ♦
lived long
to know how
bv Mon.
Coggia, and lias been named for to approve, the incivility of the “ladv’’ or long they will defy tin- rust andenough
de ay of earth.
him
It can be best described as a very that of the
“gentleman.”
ALSO:
bright spot of nebula;, with a ray someK S J’ATKNT ROSEWOOD CASKETS.
’ike
that
of
the
aurora
thing
borealis.
An
describes
a lire by
paper
A
New
ITU
Article, Prime Rosewood, Swell
aving
Oswego
I he tail
resembling a half-opened fan, is lliat •‘the flames danced in the heavens and I Round J-.nds, the nicest thine of the kind ever lops,
manabout half a degree in length, but as the flung their fierv arms about like a black timers! ulPictured in America.
■ ■ourse
pall until Sam .tonesgot nil the root and'Ion .'<I
of its progress is not
directly them out with a pail of water
toward the earth it is anticipated that In I
four weeks this appendage will show to
"I he diftcrenre between a tale-briari-r and m sli‘K( l LIAR 1 OR.M. WALNUT, COVERED
4
much greater advantage. When the aton
the outside with Black Broadcloth, wry
ing-wax is, that sealing-wax burn- to keen a
Sil wr Trimmings, the full length of the cover
mosphere is free from clouds stars can at seerot and the tale-bearer
l«en\y
burns to tell one.
inside
lined, a very Neat and Handsome Style,
present be distinctly seen through the
K WALNUT AND BURLKD PANELED
uebulou haze surrounding the head of
fI >LA<
> * a ket> ahvay- on hand.
the comet and
forming the tail, Though
visible to 1 ho eve unaided by an instrument, its precise position liiu.sf, to be so
J
en, be very accurately determined.
The
1 have old ami experienced hands that have workmplest direction is' to say that; it. is !
'• d ai the hu
ine- twenty years.
located about
1
between
the
horizon
midway
No Mistake in Measures. No Botching
olid the lo!ar star at 1 in the
mornin<r
As it is nightly
in the Business.
exhibiting increased brilAll j'uoil v. .nl; ilunc la | In- :itMilotiim of |iurr]i:l><T,
oanry and magnitude, and will continue
to do so it it follows the
path already
traversed tor nearly two mouths to come
CHARLES D. FIELD.
it is expected that it can soon lie
easily
*■
R* in.-jnher tlu-t*Ul stand. No. 11 1‘henix lh»w.
detected and that many valuable and in-1
Cm-to
foresting features of such erratic visitors
'J in- Crucial
may be observed and recorded.
Ie»t of tin- X aluc of a medicine
Tin: place: to hoy you;
tune. Does
atten

ami a tine assortmV\
^Kiies, Confectionery,
clay ami Uriel HR*'!
e.lj'oeof 111 Meerschaum,
l^fcFipes—also a nice atlot of Imported nnd/JK\'
foi®Domestic cigars
Wholesale and/JBR N
Don’t forget 10 call and
P'mUf-tail.
xvw///f%
^storey's cigar Holder, one cent
<i

Corner Miller & Cedar
Sts.
t!

OO., Searsport Savings

A, A. HURD &

..

$2 50
3 65

ities.
They invariably cure or
greatly relieve the following complaints: Dyspepsia, jaundice, !
Liver Coin plaint, Loss oi'
Appe- I
tite. Headache, Bilious Attacks,
FOR Mi, DESERT & MACHIAS
Remittent and Intermittent FeCold
vers, Ague,
Chills, RheumaSUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
tism, Summer Complaints, Piles,
Kidney Diseases, Female Dilliculties, Lassitude, Low Spirits,
\v<>
General Debility, and, in fact, j
everything caused by an impure
state of the Blood or
deranged
condition of Stomach, l.iver, or
Kidneys. The aged find in the
Quaker Bitters a gentle, soothing
stimulant, so desirable in their
I'ilE
NlEkHKH
declining years. No one can remain long unwell (unless afflicted
•with an i lieu ruble disease) after
taking a few bottles of the tmaker
CAPT. CHAS. DEERfNG,

Foreign ami Domestic i rnds,
*5fXnts. Figs. Dates, liaisins Cantn'dv|.\V
® Fruits, .Sardines, I’ickie., Oysters, .lel-mVy

KKSIUKN. i:

Ai.mvi'.i.i.' Book
Store, Main St.

r <

and are so

>11 ami.i:

FARE TO BOSTON.

1

D.,

Maine.
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<

,:M kinds of keys for lock

100.000 old. AddreA queer book.
Adi X ( ii., Publisher
Philadelphia.

at

crowded tram loit Boston ii.< 1* Jsew

berries,

Churoh Street,

Belfast,

Guns.

prr Wttk.

Trips

W In. II. I.’OJ \
1 ;»•. t ,J.|* ,J<)I\\S(>.\.
Will l.lififii-t r..r i;• •»t«•:i
MONDAY,
WI'.D.MiSD.V'i
i III 1I> I >A ^ and >AII KDAW
at J o’clock I*. M.
|{*turiling, will Icaw Itostmi ♦\crv MONDAY
Tl KSDAV, I III i.’SDA^ .* I- KIDA^ at
1-j I’ M

retain all their medicinal qual-

PHYSICIAN A SURGEON.

He keeps on hand all parts of Sewing Machines,
,vc. Al-m
Shuttles, Bobbins, Serew (h i\t r-. \e«db

tlat*

!

and the cover w a- fastened close down
\ ft or tllr --is urn s nr liover the opening
ed on the racket inside told of dogs gastiing for breath and tumbling over each
other in their aimless struggles. When
the gas in mu cylinder was exhausted the
were

QUAKER BITTERS

D O, S,

ELMER SMALL. M.

Pistols, Locks,
Umbrellas, Parasols, &c.. Repaired.

Sewing Machines,

Four

KATAHDIN, CAMBRIDGE,
(’apt.

lliese celebrated Bitters are composed of choice Hoots, Herbs, and
Barks, among which are Gentian, Sarsaparilla, Wild Cherry,
Dandelion, Juniper, and other

IAbt

S-. Walker.

1

ilir-

ST KAMI, i:

DR. FLINT’S

Counsellor at Law,

Book keeper to keep books in a Variety
J Store and N est Shop.
Apple to
tf.hr
S. 1.. 1)()IMil’, Brooks. Me.

No. 46 Main St-,'1"'

^

a «li%tr«*M<*ins l»ur«l«‘ii by
all tlm filiirfu over the
■llllllhl(T4. .\o iMItt II «r M*Miiig- r«*qwir«*il Samples by mail, for
(in it inducement to Lady Canvassers.
1
•'
KlN>l.i
Pat- Aug. 19,187.%

■\v:t,n«—-«'i

j

t.> \ emier

(Successor

mi

K .m sr
i koji imiston
with a tall ami complete assortim lit of all
jmoi I.
in lay line. Call ami examine.
11 Ki; V1. \

NICKERSON.

Hayford Block,

MACH1NI ST.

suspending

l’lie N.‘V. YV.rk Sim .[.»<.-riI- th,■ scene
1 :il the jog' pound in that city
when tnc canines that had not linen made
t" comply with tin* new
muzzling ordinance were -ummarily taken oil'.
A large
tank
was
sijuare
opened to receive the animal-;, and two cylinder.-; tilled with carbonic acid gas w ere attached to the tank
The dogs were thrown in one at a time

i.AlAYI.TTI
A
■■.'nv5p.‘ud(?nt of llw Boston Journal,
f the recent death of .Mrs. Sarah
Piper. ot hast Concord, N. II., at the
leaned age
nearly ninety years, says:
i lie ile. eased was for a
long time very
1
ivorably known in the putilie asthelamfeh of that famous old
Harvey Hotel at
Nortlrsv'.od, kept by her husband, Deacon
Piper, who had a great reputation as an
-keeper. In stage nines the hous.. wn.
the genera; slopping place on the old
.etwee
a.-ord and Portsmouth.
\t a. a (ienera. Lafayette. during liis visit
’.
Xeu Hampshire, journeyed in state
o'.'in the capital to Portsmouth the dis'itigu.'lied eonipam dined at the ilarvev
I! del, and the nation A
guest was so
..leased with the house and its picturesque
-itrroundiugs that he induced the eontlittee of arrangements 10 .so plan the re.rip that In- was enabled to pass the
eight tl -r.- and a portion of the day. On
aid to Mrs. Piper: -I am
g
rcry tired and a little indisposed, and
to rest in your l.eautifni home.’ The
i Iv
ared for him during his stay
Lend.
mentions that when
departed be. shook her heartily by the
-aun t and with hi
accustomed courtesy,
'id
1 'hall long remember
your kinilA very
interesting incident occurred
luring Laf.tveUeV visit to Xurthwood.
Among tiie help at the Harvey House was
colored man named John, who was in
the Be'a
imiary war and for a time was
<>|
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They retired to their bedroom at
••ompany the wagon-team before. The stop.
an early hour, and about one o'clock' the
teamster attempted to drive him back,
wife becoming thirst', arose and
i efu ied
ret trn.
1 he little dog young
searched the apartment lor water. None
m-l the wav. limping and
over
brooding
lie fount I, the ehambermaid
was t
is wrongs
having
He was also contemplating
11
to provide
.-.gleeteil
Opening the
weetm ss of n venge, and
gloating door the ! ride beheld any.
a fin eooier at the
i -at a 'c. nplishinents.
When lie
farthest extremity of the hall, and folding
r.'-ei.. d the place where he !uul received
hot night robes around her quietly went
itmei t the day before, lie limped
forth titter tile water. Hearing some one
enemy lay basking in the in tlie
hall, site ran like a startled deer
le front yard, and
and
snapped
mistake she got mto
i',l through the pickets in a most for her room.
the wrong room, and lumping in bed
t
iiaauzing manner, flunking to repeat awoke
a
i.vit her.
m
snoring man, who
chastisement of ttie day before, the
“murder’ and “help." A great
■i
age dog leaped over tin fence, but yelhng
commotion followed in the hotel, and :;\
w-ouiUor the
"el}
large farm dog who men and a
Woman entered the
and been w
atching the proceedings from room. 11 solitary
c ga was turned on and light
under the slow moving wagon, and who
thrown "ti the
w came
Standing in the
rushing to* the rescue The centre ol the bedscene.
over the half-dead wife
milage dog was nearly killed before they of the
e
countryman, was a respected elder
t.d be separated
The large farm dog
left the party after the fight, and returned of the church. Tableau the second was
m.
He had come only for the purpose the countryman and elder's wife demand1 lie noise that
t aiding his little friend to obtain reing an explanation.
the bride was the eider' wife
cage. The little w retch was almost frightened
i he next dav
human in hi airs of triumph, and in his returning from a ■••iree.
all the parties led the hotel, the rural
expressions of gratified malice. Bv what
wearing lie had iiflicienl
process, think you. did the little .log bridegroom
; municate his
expi riei e< to last him all his life.
wrongs, or plan with his \Vitymd-i
what the girl think-- of wedded
■g ••aaine frl.-nd this well-eoneneted
bliss 1
-heme < >t retaiiation1

a

Splendid Skylight.

& Elegant Instruments.

lloston.
vj m land. Tin :;ummer St
\
utl'.-i
Stony Brook, Long Island,
as in thv habit oi
following his master s
od-'tagon to rhe landing, some three
m l
d.- inl
One day lie was set upon
X. tarn
for out dde work and in-ddo, instead
d is uglily handled by a large dog beoh plaster, l-elt Carpetings, &>*. ‘end two ’.cent
a
in
to
resident
the
next
C. .1 FAY,*( am
ii
I’m C
t!a
ind
stai
longing
village,
unple
Ax Uxi-ORTrxATi: limur
A peeuliar dell <iN.J
iii'
next day
tiiough lame, sere and little?
a
episode occurred in Louisville hotel
brill ed. thi' little dog persisted in followlloMAN' V. oi» Sol i (HA If MIN«d
A newly marr ed couple front vilj }
he wood-tvagon again. When the recently
liov. itlier sev n:a\ fascinate and gain the
1
the rural district.?, with tin- anticipation lovi and ath- ction- of an;, person they choose, in
wagon started, the large farm dog was i ot
•tantu
tin
unple mental acquirement all can
enjoying :t delightful honeymoon in the pos-e
aisii |. 'tintl to be moving along
free le, mail, lor -JT cents; together with
quietly I1 city,
to one ot the principal hotels to
went
t.uide.
Mania.'e
under it. He was never known to aeLgyptian oracle, Dreams. Hints to
ir

onw-V1! .V'n4s yarm.tliree.riuiirtws

of a mile from the
belfast 1 ost Other. Cuts
twenty tons of hav. Has
tine wharf privilege and is desirable for
lots. tt.»l Kmjuireat
Telegraph Ofliee. Bi;li \st.

Boyle.

N’O. 7 I’llMill.KTON' SlyUAKi;,
IiOOM 11.
II OH TON.
OmlW

and Nice Rooms.

tSj

him

to

(-•*, ucrcs) lying eastward of tlirshorr
Northport, bring a part ot the will

^Vit'iliiitston St., Heaton.

or

you have tauglit Frenchmen
their enemi s and i mean to

1.. K,

to

at Law!

entrusted

S.

Attorney

>,

STUDIO)

^PHOTOGRAPH
PjjNew

f btreare N. SI. Co.. Florence.

:

remember the lesson."
The delicate piece of flattery more than
counterbalanced the impalpable information, for we hear of no unpleasant consequences to Linguet, and.we are told the
beautiful Madame de Fethuue oavrii-d lu-r
suit without a dissentient voice

Dog Aeteil

dog belonging

f sO If j luiyinx tlic Florence

iVEK,

TMh
l
roa<l

IIAUADEiN BLOCK, Belfast, Me,

Every Miiciiine Warranted
^iu,('i:<il teniH t» clubi and dcitiein.

angrily.

client speak her
Master Linguet

1

a

•k

“Just make your
words and not vour-,
or it tv ill i
the wor e for
you—do you hear3”
Linguet bowed 1 ,v. and replied with

life i hu a re tle-s sea
Whose billow- fiercely crash,
kr. t 'deadly blasts and treacherous t;«1
Peep down tin1 good ship dash
h"ine await;:- the sailor brav -.
And faithful to the end—
\
veil of rapture infinite.
Wi'ii Jems for his friend.

All.

Hew

!o\ 1*1

to

.'
fro lung rain—
ward home the spirit ever turns,

longs

so

a

inclined.

changing verdure decks tlie hilli and ruby gown
ing-thn of reviving plant*
r

i

For Sale.

WALLACE,

Attorney

Save Fifty Dollars!

mtunm wiien tlie lrosts are white.
smut burrs arc brow n.

i

GEO. E.

1.

And

n;j

>

formerly occupied by

Ollier

1

Home Wiih it s weleoiue fond and kind.
it ruddy glow of health,
if calm, unutterable joy,
It store of boundless wealth ;
b smnmev-eve on vine clad pm. h.

••

The only known Remedy fur Bright's
Disease and hr,
uro
every case nf
Dr <p >
inwhiil_.it has Been given lrr:,ot 11 >e N-. k of the Bladder and
Diteration of the
Kidneys and Blad‘•'■r. Dial (•;•■
D'ffi. nlty of holding the
Trim in Stm tore, in Seminal Weakness. Retention of
l!rine, Diseases of
the I’nist-i’c ('.land. Stone in the Bladder. (‘.ravel. Hro k Dust Deposit, and
Mo "ns and Miikx Discharges, and for
I nieebled and Deli, ate Constitutions
of hotii sexes, attended with the following syiv.pt.-.ns I .oss of Power, I.oss of
Mnv.en I >iiTh
of Breathing, Weak
Nerve
Wakefulness. 1‘ainful and
Dragging Sensations in the Back and
1 oil!.-, Blushing of the Body, Bmp*
t; -ns on the 1 n e. Pallid Countenance,
I .assiHide fthu System, etc. HUNT'S
Kukkuy has been before the public
:oote than
twenty years; and has
liie means of saving froin'a linger.* and
untimely death hundreds of jut
i-k’iov.i, citi/ens.
or sale
by all
CLAID.LB. 1’n j-»iet^»r. Providence,K. I»

nlty

1
'.'•vk
ikjr*>.
n\i r-r^lCiokll

N,

at Law I

14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.

j

lie

its winter by tlie blare,
'Vlien it. >an« the blast am mg the
in sad and plaintive lay-.

■

E. JOMNSO

Attorney

\, h:;ui:ihio, ui:ii \oi. i
pccch ill its; -1 f\ iiat I'll dn is
l will write you a speech anil you i
this1
shall learn it by heart and then rehearse
When you deliver it in court j
it to nir.
L'F.N PMK ( !ENT. N l-.T.
you must lie dressed in a light blue silk, i The Iowa Loan and Trust Company. Des
the color best stilted to your style of i
Moines, Iowa.,
beauty; and if you speak a- i shall direct ] hived* money lor F.astorn lender:* t«t ten per cent,
net. payable semi-annually at tin* Chemical
you. 1 doty any bench of Frenchmen to interest,
National Hank, New York. All loans secured on imiind for the defendant."
proved ileal Kstate, and the collection in full rji-nrThe event pro-vd that I.ingnet knew tn.Ui'd by the Company. Lenders subject to no ex
human nature and id- own countrymen pens:*. Lull nl.strw*t “f Title, Coupon, Notes, M.*rt
Sir., made nirect to lender, forwarded on
well. Madame de Hetiiune turned out the gatre.
completion. New > ork and New Kngland reference*
i
most apt of scholar.-.
.'the learned her and full information sent on application. S\mi
.Mi i:i;ii
late fiovernor of Iowa.' I’res't: .1
1>. \
-peeeh thoroughly, and -In- delivered it Hi : w
Sec’v. ! )e* Moine*. Iowa.
with all tin graces ,y style and manner
ot a finished actress.
,1 o o (• !
It
la ted -even ct O O O 0-0 li.O O o.o O O Il-O !) 0-0 O O o O-O d
hours, and seven hours -he held the Judge
-'
entranced.
Midway in tin speech, a..-1 probably
THE NEW FLORENCE.
with gallant cave el the hut.
fatigue,
c<tm'othrr first
lielon
IPiiii F.
theyadjourned todinner, but it wasalready
Sviriii'i '.\Uirhin-.
% ill t.-Mhabove
pretty evident which way the judgment
'oil ait*

h"M her 1-> the w in !.
In r tall aw a\.
;-’:i nn ill hr tile* cherished
hope1 i’::i ehor'vd thee
many a dav !
ih ::a!i are tlie waves, broad is'the d*
p
1 hat throb- 'tween short and <hore.
An«l linn the hand that steovs to land
"here bursting billows pour.
.•

G.

Ai• .u:

on

N

Lady Lawyer.

A

the \«-;ti :77<*> Nicholas I.iuguit
the celebrated I’ari.-ian journalist ami
law vo!'. wn~ al tlio liuiirlit c I 11i- faille,
llo cajoled a grcnL reputation for his skill
hi getting up care
and for surrounding
tlirin with suoli dramatic accessories
w ore likelv to toll on (hr mi nil- of excitable French .Judge
()m> din ainautilu'
1 :»<!,>, Madame tlr i!ollmno. i-.rne to ,i>.l.
hi- professional son ice in an action about
j
somo hind, which -In
wished' to in iug
against tin; Mur.-hal llii*- dr Broglie, a
groat grand lit tlnr of the pre-cut -Minister.
I.inguel had scarier, heard in r 1" tin- cm!
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GALVANIZED

WIRE RIGGING FOR VESSELS
Builders,

(Mviht.

JNO. A.

and

Highers

should

address

ROEBLING'SSONS,

Manufacturers, Trenton, N. J«,
111 Liberty street. New York.

The

Charcoal

Wire

or

Rigging

by the Messrs. Boohlm-'- is guaranteed supe
rior to any other make.
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